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USU wins some, loses some
in state legislative session
tativeswere able to persuade
the committeethat the
decreasein enrollmentwas
The 2000 State Legislative
temporary.Therefore,this budSessionofferedadvancement
get will remain untouched this
for Utah State University,but
year.
also placesat least one area on
Additionally,fundingwas
campus- the libraries- at a
granted to start buildinga new
disadvantage,accordingto a
heating plant. The projectis
press release.
estimatedto cost nearly $40
"Boththe Governorand the
million.accordingto the release.
Legislaturemade education
USUwas granted $9.2 million
their top priority,"said USU
to start the projectthis year.
PresidentGeorgeH. Emert.
Burkesaid USUshould
Highereducation experireceivethe rest of the money at
enced an increasein state funds next year'slegislativesession.
of about 6.6 percent.
One area lackingfunding
Of this increase,there was
this year is the library.The
·nearly a 5 percentincreasefor librarywas unable to receive
salary and benefits(for faculty
funding,which willbe ·very
and stafn and an additional
damagingto both the research
$3.8 millionfor salary equity,"
and teachingmissionof USU,"
Emert said.
accordingto Max Peterson,
Lee Burke,assistantto the
directorof Libraryand
president for Government
InformationServices.
Relations,said the universityis
Petersonsaid during the
1999Utah Legislature's
grateful for the amount that
was redeved,but recognizes
ExecutiveAppropriations
salariesat USUfallfar below
Committee meeting,USU
received$304,CXX)
to maintain
other institutions.
journal collections
Salariesat this institutionare nearly 15,(X)()
"particularlylow: he said."We
and it was understood that
have a long wayto go."
these funds wouldbe made
In addition,fundingfor fac- availableat this year'ssession.
This cut will involve"faculty,
ulty benefitsfellbelowwhat
was expected.Burkesaid a deci- librarians,departments and colsion on how to make that up
leges,"Petersonsaid.
willsoon be made.
There willnot be one area
The rest of the funds USU
that is not affectedby this budwasgranted willbe used for
get cut he said.
emollment increasesand opera"Ithit us hard becausewe
tions and maintenance,accord- thought this fundingwas
ing to the release.
assured and were,in fact lookDuring the HigherEducation ing for additionalfunds to betAppropriationsSubcommittee
ter our holding,"Petersonsaid.
meeting,the legislativefiscal
It is unlikelyany support will
analystrecommendedthe cam- be receivedfrom within the
pus budget be reduceddue to
universitybecauseother departthe decreasein enrollment
ments are in need of the fundEmertsaid schoolrepresen- ing they received,he said.
BILLIE

N. READ

Staff Writer

Tuition increase clarified
the very last day of the legislative session.The amount is
not high enough to bring USU
facultyand staff salaries much
closer to matching those of
peer institutions, but it is more
than was expected,said Nate
Anderson,president of the
lARAGAI.E
AssociatedStudents of Utah
Staff Writer
State University.
The originallyproposed 3
The battle USUstudents
and administration fought for percent increase was raised
another 1 percent to help
salary equity for USU faculty
fund the increase in salary
and staff this year was not in
equity - revenue produced by
vain, as a recent Statesman
this raise in student tuition
article might have suggested.
will go to faculty.
The legislatureapproved a
USU administration decidnearly 5 percent compensation
ed not to raise tuition in addiincrease for higher education
tion to this increase,feeling
this year. USUreceived
$800,000for salary equity;half that it would be unfair to stuof this amount was secured on dents this year.
■ Editor'snote:In Monday'sissue
of the Statesman, thearticleentitled "Tuitionincreasewon't go to
faculty" misconstruedsomeinformation. The Statesman regretsthe
error.
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Get a job:
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer
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High school students losing out to
college students with moreflexible

••

With the limited job market in
Cache Valleyand the volume of
students, both collegeand high
school, competition is high.
Unfortunately for high school
students, collegestudents are preferred to fill many company positions for a variety of reasons.
First availability.For many
employersincluding Kevin
Hansen, store director for
Albertson's,hiring employeeswho
can work earlier in the day is ideal.
"It does help to have college
students that can work earlier in
the day,"Hansen said.
High school students are generally not avaialableuntil 3 or 4
p.m.. Hansen said.
Another important reason is
child labor laws. Many companies
need their employeesto run
equipment such as trash compactors. Minors are not allowedto
use heavy machinery.
Debbie Hodson with Fred
Meyer"s prefers to hire people 18
and older.
·we have liabilityproblems,so
(we)pretty much (hire)anyone
over 18,"Hodson said.
Other child labor laws encourage employersto hire people over
18.
Minors under the age of 16
have strict restrictionson the
times they are allowedto work.
Accordingto the State of Utah
Labor Commission,a minor may
not work more than eight hours in
any 24-hour time period. A 30minute meal period must be given
and if they aren't relieved of all
duties during that time, they must
be paid for it.
They also receivea 10-minute
break for every four hours of
work.
These kinds of stipulations are
enough for employerssuch as
Holly Mosher with Wal-mart to
Logan High School Junior.BrodyCoates,who has beenworkingfor McDonald's for two years,prepares
hire people who are older.
to takea customer'sorder.Employersoftenhirecollegestudents beforehigh schoolersfor legalreasons.

Compu~er printouts public forum unattended
dent computer labs at its
weekly meeting last night.
A second-reading item is
opened to public forum.
Utah State University's
student government gave stu- Students are invited to show
dents a chance to voice their up and express opinions. But
opinions last night on what's at last night's meeting. there
been a much-debated topic. was no public discussion.
The council discussed the
But no one showed up.
bill, which was presented by
Associated Students of
ASUSUCollege of
USU Executive Council disEngineering Senator Kalem
cussed as a second-reading
Sessions.The bill now
legislative item a bill that
would eliminate "free· com- becomes a third-reading
item, which will be debated
puter printouts in the stuDoucSM£ATH
Staff Writer

by the council and voted on
at next Tuesday's council
meeting, which is also the
council's last meeting of the
semester.
According to the bill. the
35 printouts currently given
to students are paid by the
computer lab operating budget.
Because each student uses
a different amount of his or
her printouts, exact expenses
are hard to predict, the bill
said.

However. according to the
bill, printouts could potentially represent a total
expense of $70,000 per year,
approximately 8.4 percent of
the operating budget.
The bill would eliminate
prepaid printouts and reduce
the price per printout from 5
cents to 3 cents.
Sessions said most students would see a decrease in
how much they pay. He said
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Utahis amongthe top IOpolluters
everyyear,speakersays $240 million
Tooele is the most toxicplace
on the planet she said.This is
an immediate and on-going
In the '60s,RachelCarson
concern. she said.
wrote the book "SilentSpring,"
"Thosewho said this was
earning herself recognitionas
just a fad 30 years ago have
the Mother of the environmen- learned - no, this is a fad
tal movement.Sincethen
that's here to stay,"Valentisaid.
women have been an imporIndustry,business,and espetant part of bringingenvironciallythe averageconsumer
mental awarenessto the public. have a responsibilityto be conFounder of the Societyof
cerned about the environment.
EnvironmentalJournalists,
she said.
BrighamYoungUniversity
She said in the past focus
ProfessorJoAnnValentispoke
was on what has been lost; now
with students Tuesdayabout
it is necessaryfor societyas a
the role of women in environ- whole to recognizethe impormental journalism,and the
tance of sustainingwhat is left.
role of environmentaljournalIf societydemands industry
ism in the environmental
create products that rely on
movement as part of the
natural resourcesto produce,
Mediaand SocietyLecture
responsibilityfor the environSeries.
ment must be taken into conThe environment is a unisideration.she said.
versalconcern.she said. It is
Becausepeople must be
especiallyimportant now with
educated about the subject
technologygrowingand creatbeforethey can be concerned
ing new productsthat use
about it it is important all peoenergyand willeventuallyhave ple have accessto information
to be disposedof.
about the environment that is
Utah is in the top 10 list of
accurate,completeand unbinational polluterseverv vear.
ased. she said

marriage-penalty
tax cut being pushed by GOP

lARAGALE
Staff Writer

Rachel Carson, BrighamYoung Universityprofessor, speaksto studentsas part of the Mediaand SocietyLectureSeries.

Servingthis need are environmental journalists, who
work in a professiongrowing
with the environmentalmovement she said.
Women are naturals in this
profession,she said. A woman
began the environmental
movement in the 1960s,and
two women co-authored the
book ·our Stolen Future,"
bringinga resurgenceto the
environmentalmovement for
tti-: 1990s,said Valenti.

The voiceof women will
continue to be an importan~
part of communicatingenvironmental concerns to the
public,she said.
·women see nature as
female and are respectfulor
nurtured,"she said. "Men see
nature as female and are compelled to conquer her. Don't we
need both perspectivesamong
those journalists who are going
to bring us all the news that's
fit to print?"

WASHINGTON(AP)Expandingon a House-passed
bill, Senate Republicansintroduced legislation Tuesday that
would cut taxes by $240 billion over 10 years for millions
of couples who are paying
UncleSam more simply
because they are married.
"Lifeis not getting cheaper
for millions of American families,"said Sen. William Roth.
R-Del.. chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee.
"It's only fair to let them keep
more of their hard-earned
money."
The tax code's "marriage
penalty" forces an estimated
25 million couples, most of
them in two-earner households, to pay higher income
taxes than if they were single.
Fixingit is a priority for
Republicansand Democrats
on Capitol Hill and for
President Clinton, but they
disagree on how to go about
it.

The Senate bill is similar in
many ways to legislation

passed by the House in
February that would cut taxes
by $182 billion over 10 years
using projected budget surpluses. Clinton, meanwhile,
has threatened to veto the
GOP bills and is pushing an
alternat ive that targets relief
to middle- and lower-income
couples at a cost of $45 billion over 10 years.
A spokesman for Clinton
called the Senate bill "bloated."
Its sharply higher cost is
due largely to a $45 billion
provision that would permanently extend a temporary fix
ensuring that people who
claim numerous personal tax
credits - such as the $500
per-child credit - do not run
afoul of the complex alternative minimum tax. That tax
was originally intended to
prevent the wealthy from
escaping taxes, but it has
begun ensnaring more middle-income people because it
was never indexed for inflation.
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OPEC agrees to output boost,
but gas prices likely to stay high
VIENNA, Austria (AP) - OPEC
ignored objections of its second-biggest
member and agreed to increase oil
production. officials said Wednesday.
But the amount of new oil might not
be enough to significantly bring down
gasoline prices in the United States .
In a rare departure from its normal
quest for unanimity, ministers of the
11-nation cartel announced early
Wednesday morning that nine members would raise production by 6.3 percent, or a total of 1.45 million barrels a
day. That appears to be well short of
what analysts have said would be needed to curb crude oil prices that have
tripled over the past 12 months.
The Clinton administration had
been lobbying for a rise of 2 million to
2.5 million barrels a day to bring down
gasoline prices that in the United
States have risen from below $1 a gallon just over a year ago to an average

of almost $1.60.
Falah Aljibury, an industry consultant based in Alamo. Calif.. said the
agreement would knock. at most, "a
few cents" off the average price of
unleaded gas. Tm disappointed ... the
market expected more," he said .
President Clinton called the move a
"positive development."
"These increases will help sustain
worldwide economic growth and provide greater balance between oil supply
and demand," Clinton said in a statement.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson has
said it would take four to six weeks for
the additional oil to reach U.S. markets.
Summer gasoline prices, however, may
remain high because of extremely low
gasoline stocks. Refiners may not be
able to build up inventories in time for
the high-demand summer driving season. energy analysts have said.

WorldGLANc
> Austrian
avalanche
killsat least11people

OPEC Secretary General Rilwanu
Lukman of Nigeria confirmed
Wednesday morning that nine members would revert to higher levels of
production that prevailed before April
1. 1999. He said OPEC would hold an
extraordinary meeting in Vienna on
June 21 to review oil markets and
adjust output if warranted.
Iran. the No. 2 OPEC oil producer,
ref used to endorse the action. saying
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries should not be a
"rubber stamp ."
The agreement also excludes Iraq,
which never was part of the original
production cuts last year that sent
prices surging.
"I believe that OPEC remains as
united as ever," Lukman told reporters.
"We have differences between one

NIEDERSILL, Austria (AP) - An Alpine avalanche as wide as
five football fields buried skiers underneath tons of snow
Tuesday, killing at least 11 people, rescue officials said.
Ten people were found dead in the area of the huge snow
slide south of Salzburg and another died after being hospitalized. Two others were able to free themselves while rescuers dug
out a third survivor. state television said in its evening newscast.
Searchers continued looking for another person thought to
have been trapped under the snow.
Some of the victims were haining to be ski instructors. One
trainee told state television the slide was caused by an instructor
whose skis set loose a wall of snow. However, the Austria Press
Agency said two snowboarders had apparently started the
avalanche and might have been among those killed.
First reports said most of the victims were believed to be
Germans. The Austria Press Agency, quoting local officials, said
late Tuesday the 11 dead comprised six Austrians. two Finns and
one Dane , one Slovak and a Belgian .
Seven helicopters assisted more 150 rescue personnel looking
for victims in the Zell am See area. about 30 miles south of
Salzburg. Specially trained avalanche dogs were also on the
scene.
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.· SAN DIEGO (AP)~ A ~t carrying10 stu. dents and others on a university research trip
sank off the coast of BajaCalifornia, killingat
least fourpeople.
·
._ ·
. _ Three people swam to safety on a nearby
island and were rescued early Tuesday. said Lisa
Lapin •.a spokeswoman for the University of
California, Davis. A search wa$ on for the others . ._..
.
.
Lapin said survivors at the scene .reported
the recovery of four bodies, includin~ a male
graduate student and a visiting Japanese scholar. The U.S.Embassy in Mexico City also confirmed four dead, including at least one U.S.citizen.
Among the missing was Gary Polis. the e~
aition·s leaderand chairman of the school's
1oepartment of Environmental Science and
Policy,Lapin said.
..
··
The boat was one of two. 22-foot inflatable
crafts carrying a total of about 20 people on the ·
trip Monday to research spiders and scorpions
on {'IU island near Bahia de LosAngeles. a
remote bay 250 miles south of the U.S.-Mexico
border .
The two boats became separated on their
return when strong winds whipped up 4- to 6foot waves, UC Davis said in a statement
It was not clear who else was on board the
boat that sank.
"From what we understand. there was a mix
of students. faculty and visitors from Japan,"
said Pat Bailey,another spokeswoman for the
school.just east of Sacremento.
The boat that made it reportedthe other
craft missing late Monday, prompting a search
by the Coast Guard and the Mexican navy.
Mexican naval ships and Mexican and Coast
Guard aircraft were scx1rchingthe area Tuesday
under clear skies.
Located in a rugged, desert landscape. Bahia
de Los Angeles is a tiny collection of hotels and
tourist campgrounds that is a popular destina- ,
tion for sports fishermen. kayakers and wildlife ·
biologists.
Polis, one of the world's leading spider
experts. and the other researchers were study- ..
ing the ecology of spiders and scorpions that ··
inhabit the islands.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Early
census returns show that 44 percent of U.S. households had completed and mailed back their
2000 Census forms as of Tuesday .
Two weeks after most of the
115 million questionnaires were
mailed out. the Census Bureau is
more than halfway toward their
goal of a mail response rate of 70
percent for this year's count.
"A national response rate of 70
percent would signal that the
country has reversed a decadeslong decline in civic participation," Census director Kenneth
Prewitt said. The response rate
was 78 percent in 1970, 75 percent in 1980 ·and 65 percent in
1990.

Census officials remain ca utiously optimistic about the
response . They did several things
differently this year to promote
the count, most notably a $168
million advertising campaign .
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Nebraska had the highest return rates as of Tuesday at
51 percent. Puerto Rico had the
slowest response rate at 24 percent. followed by Mississippi at 28
percent and Louisiana at 32 percent.
Response rates for states,
Puerto Rico and the District of
Columbia. as well as local communiti es, will be updated on the
Census Bureau's Web site at
www.census.gov until April 18.

Tornado
hitsdowntown
FortWorth
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) A powerful tornado blew
through downtown just after
rush hour Tuesday night, shattering windows in high -rise
buildings. overturning cars and
uprooting trees. At least 20 people were injured.
Some of the buildings "looked
like they did not have a single
pane of glass left in them." said
Lt. Kent Worley, a spokesman for
the Fort Worth Fire Department.
"There are injuries. but this is
very early on," he said .
The tornado hit shortly after
6:30 p.m. amid severe thunderstorms that were accompanied
by torrential rains, softball-sized
hail and strong winds.
Sean Finley, manager of Reata.
a popular restaurant on the top
floor of the 35-story Bank One
building, said his business was
destroyed .
"Imagine a large bomb going

off," he said. "It got pretty hectic
in here . We were doing some
major yelling to get people out of
there ."
Patrons and employees had to
evacuate down 35 flights of stairs
to safety. he said.
At the downtown Renaissance
Worthington Hotel. windows
were broken out in about 12
guest rooms and in the public
area, manager Bob Jameson said .
Katrina Weston of Arlington,
just east of Fort Worth, told
WFAA-TV that when she opened
the door of her house, she saw
the storm blowing shingles off
her roof.
"We have no ba ck fence at all.
it literally wiped paint off the
back of the house," she said .
'There are sirens everywhere
and we have no power."
The storms delayed some
flights at Dallas -Fort Worth
International Airport.

TOIMY'SBESTBET

Bike Sale
77 North Main,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934
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> N.Y.
lawyer
suesRamseys
foralleged
libel
NEW YORK (AP) - A New York lawyer who tried to force
Colorado prosecutors to charge the mother of JonBenet Ramsey
with murder has filed a $25 million libel and defamation suit
against the child's parents.
Darnay Hoffman claims in court papers that John and Patsy
Ramsey defamed him in their book by portraying him as an
.
"irresponsible, ethically challenged attorney , unfit to practice his
profession."
The Ramseys· lawyer, Lin Wood , called the lawsuit "frivolous"
and predicted that it will be thrown out of court. Wood said he
will also ask the court to levy sanctions against Hoffman for filing the lawsuit.
The book - "The Death of Innocence : The Untold Story of
JonBenet's Murder and How Its Exploitation Compromised the
Pursuit of Truth" - recounts, from the Ramseys · point of view,
the aftermath of JonBenet's murder on Dec. 26, 1996.
Hoffman says experts told him the handwriting on ransom
notes that the parents got after the child's death matched Patsy
Ramsey's . He sued Boulder District Attorney Alex Hunter to
force him to indict Patsy Ramsey.
Hoffman's lawsuit was thrown out of court on the grounds
that he was not a Colorado citizen and did not have standing tc
sue .
In their book, Hoff man says , the Ramseys say his "so-called
experts" had bogus credentials and that he was staging a legal
"sideshow,'' although he knew Patsy Ramsey had nothing to do
with the ransom note .
In court papers. Hoffman contends the book injured "his
good name and character in his community and in his professional standing and reputation," and he demands $25 million .

> 1960sblackactivist
indicted
formurder
ATLANTA (AP) - Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin. the 1960s black
militant once known as H. Rap Brown, was indicted on murder
and aggravated assault charges Tuesday in the March 16 shoot ings of two sheriff's deputies who were trying to arrest him.
A Fulton County grand jury indic ted Al-Amin on 13 counts,
said District Attorney Paul Howard. He said he hopes the indictment will clear the way for Al-Amin, who was arrested last week
in Alabama. to be re turned to Georgia in two to four weeks .
Al-Amin, 56. is accused of killing Deputy Ricky Kinchen and
wounding Deputy Aldranon English as they tried to serve him
with an arrest warrant at his Atlanta grocery store after he
failed to appear in court on charges of receiving stolen property.
impersonating an officer and having no proof of insuran ce.
Al-Amin is jailed in Montgomery, Ala., pending an extradition
request from Gov. Roy Barnes, who signed the request Tuesday
evening.
The documents are expected to arrive at the Alabama gover nor's office on Wednesday, said Joselyn Butler, Barnes · press secretary.

> DNA
creates
doubts
abouthuman
evolution
DNA extracted from a 29,000-year-old bone has cast doubt
on the theory that modern humans evolved in part from squat.
heavy-brewed Neanderthals. researchers say.
Researchers compared DNA from a Neanderthal skeleton
found in Russia to an older sample tested in 1997. While the two
Neanderthal samples turned out to be just 3.5 percent different
from one another, they were roughly 7 percent different from
DNA in modern humans . Scientists consider that to be a sub stantial gap .
"It all points away from the Neanderthal," said one of the
resear chers , William Goodwin. a molecul ar biologist at the
Human Identification Center in Glasgow, Scotland.
The findings are being published in Thursday 's issue of the
journal Nature .
The researchers challenge the theory that modern humans
evolved at least partly from Neanderthals . which some believe
mated in large numbers with modern Europeans befo re disappearing 25,000 years ago.
If that had happened today's Europeans would show stronger
genetic similarities to Neanderthals th an other humans do. Yet
the latest DNA analysis shows Neanderthal DNA to be no closer
to Europ eans than to other modern humans.
Neanderthals were burly, primitive creatures with a promi nent brow, thick jaw and short. powerful limbs. Originating in
Africa, they appeared in Europe and Asia perhaps 100,000 years
ago or longer.
The 29,000 -year -old Neanderthal DNA. which was recovered
from a rib bone in a baby 's skeleton found in Russia's Caucasu s
Mountains. was in better condi tion than the roughly 40,000 year-old Nea nderthal DNA from Germany analy zed in 1997, the
researchers said.
The research team from Scotland. Sweden. Russia and the
United States reassembled more than 2 percent of the later
Neanderthal DNA from a tiny cellular structure known as th e
mitochondria.
Molecular biologist Matthias Hoss, an expert in ancient
remains now working at th e Swiss Institut e for Cancer Resear ch ,
said the research appear s to support that the theory that
Neanderthals were an evolutionary dead end .
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BEN RILEY

While Ben
Rileywishes
he had an
officialopponent in the
ASUSUpresidential race
for the sake of
democracy,he
said he is
campaigningfull force
nonetheless.
"Regardlessof whether or
not I run unopposed, I still
stand for the same things,"
Rileysaid.
He said he plans to increase
communication between students and their representatives
by being more in the public
eye.
·we are elected to represent
the students. It is our number
one goal. And if students feel
they can't approach us then we
really need to look at what
we're doing,"he said.
He said he would like to
have council members serve
ice cream or hand out pencils
during finals week and other
activitieswhere they would
have an opportunity to talk to
students.
Additionally,Rileywould
like to push for increased computer resource funding.
"The needs for technology
v will increase rather than
decrease in the future,"he said.
He said he would like USUto
be ready for those increased
~J..J1eeds.

JIM STEPHENSON

JENNNELSON

JAKEMcBRIDE

Rex
Hansen is a
former Aggie
Leadership
Academy
member.
Church of
Jesus Christ of
Latter-day
Saints Student Association
ExecutiveCouncil vice president. Special Olympics
Invitational Chair,
Ombudsman Committee
member and Fee Board member.
Hanst11said he believes his
experience makes him the best
choice for executive vice president. He has been involved in
some aspects of ASUSUover
the past several years, he said.
"I am familiar with the
meetings, the processes
involved with getting administration's support and working
with committees,"Hansen said.
At the top of his platform is
student involvement. He said
he feels it is the executivevice
president's responsibilityto
inform students of ASUSUlegislative activities.He said he
wants to create a "Web forum·
to make it easier for students
to know what is going on and
provide feedback.
Like his opponent, he said
he wants students to have
more voice on the Logan City
Council. Bringingin half of the
economy, students deserve it,
he said.

Andy
Dilley,former
forums chair
on the Public
AffairsBoard.
has lobbied
the Utah State
Legislaturefor
Higher
Education.
He said he is better qualified than his opponent because
he has been more involved
with the office,working closely
with current executivevice
president Rian Winzler.
He said ASUSUshould
allow more time for students to
study an issue that willbe
voted on. Also,he said Public
AffairsBoard forums should be
weeks before the ASUSU
ExecutiveCouncil discussesthe
issue.
He said it is important that
students know ASUSUofficers
are willingto talk to students
any time - not just about the
current hot issue.
He also said it is important
to have student representation
on the Logan City Council.
"The students at USU make
up a third of the Logan
Community,"he said. "Yet
(they)are not represented well
despite all that we have done
for this city."
If elected, he would try to
get ASUSUto support a student City Council candidate by
helping out with fund raising
and advertising.

Jim
Stephenson
has served on
the Academic
Council for
two years.
and is currently council
chairman. He
has had experience writing
legislation. taking that legislation through Stater's Council,
Faculty Senate and USU
administration. He said this
experience makes him a good
candidate for Executive
Council because he knows
how the system works.
He has worked under two
academic vice presidents and
said this is an asset for his
candidacy.
He said he would like to
implement mid-semester
teacher evaluations to provide professors with instant
feedback on how they could
improve their classes and
what they are doing well.
He would also like to work
toward allowing students to
pay for copies in computer
labs in order to cut the hassle.
He also plans to create a
database of available scholarships and grants privately-,
federally-,state- and USUfunded.
"Allthe time scholarships
go unclaimed because all colleges have different offices,"
he said.

Jenn Nelson,
a junior originally from
Seattle,
Wash.. said
academic vice
president was
not what she
originally
planned to run for.
She said she was going to
run for Business Senator, but
felt her qualities and experience were best suited for the
office of AcademicVice
President.
"I hope to implement some
new things,"she said, "and
bring some new blood to
ASUSU."
Nelson also said she feels
this office is one that requires
professionalism.Her experience in business as a business
administration major will help
her ,in that area, she said.
Nelson also said the issues
the Academic Vice President
deals with are issues she feels
very strongly about.
One of Nelson's major
goals is to implement a universalization of the payment
system on campus. This would
mainly entail placing scanners
in the libraries so students
could use their Aggie Express
accounts there, she said.
She also hopes to have the
libraries open earlier on
Saturdays to make them more
student friendly and accessible.

The
strongest
asset extension vice
president
candidate
Jake McBride
has may be
his inexperience, he said.
"I have a lot of leadership
experience and have been in
leadership roles for most of
my life, but I have a lot to
learn about problems facing
extension students," McBride
said. "That could be a good
thing because then I will
work hard to learn how to
help them."
McBride is the president
of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints-sponsored fraternity. Sigma
Gamma Chi.
McBride said he sees the
biggest problem extension
students face as their lack of
voice in university matters .
"Sometimes we don't realize that although extension
students don't go to school
here on campus, they are still
affected by what goes on
here," McBride said.
McBride said extension
students ·need to feel that
problems are heard and will
be addressed."
He said he feels all students have a right to representation on campus or at
extension sites.

\ MINDY BAUGHMAN

BRADLEYBISHOP

Mindy
Baughman, a
,,, junior originally from
RockSprings,
Wyo.,said
she decided
to run for the
office of
Student,Ad.vacate
when she
first found out there was such
an office available.
She said because of her
previous experience as an
advocate, she felt she could
help make USU a better place.
As Miss Wyoming in 1998,
Baughman said she spent a
year completely devoted to
disability awareness. She met
with the governor of
Wyoming.addressed the state
legislature and traveled across
some parts of the nation
advocating awareness.
"I also feel I have an asset
being a first year Aggie,"
Baughman said. "I have fresh
ideas and would not be stuck
in a rut of how things have
alwaysbeen dope."
She said she feels a big key
to increasing student involvement in ASUSUis giving
information.
"Manystudents would be
more involvedif they only
knew how,"she said.

BradleyG.
Bishop,a
junior from
Kuna, Idaho,
said he decided to run for
the office of
Student

Athletic
VicePresident
candidate Jake
Chase said he
wants to
expand the
involvement
of the Big
Blue Crew at
athletic events.
If elected, Chase said he'd
like to combine the activities
the BigBlue Crew has surrounding athletic events at
USUwith the rest of the student body.
·1want to change the structure of BigBlue Crew to benefit all the students as well as
BigBlue Crew members,"
Chase said. ·1 want to combine
tailgatingwith the BigBlue
dub and all of the organizations on campus to combine
and make a festivalatmosphere before the football
games."
As the PublicityChairman
for the BigBlue Crew, Chase
took care of all the publicity
~ for the athletics office. He was
also a member of the BigBlue
SpecialEventsCommittee,
' which took care of tailgating,
Midnight Madness as well as
halftime contests and shows.

Arts
& Lectures
VICE
PRES.

Activities
PRES.

VICE
ANGIE DOMICHEL

·1 am
qualified, in
tune with
student
needs. highly
motivated,
organized
and ready to
, serve.· Angie
MY~Ui;o . , 1, 1
µnproye uppu,.what,oas,fl}iea.dy, Domichel said.
hew ,do0e in th~office,
"Asactivities vice presi~
He has worked with the stu- dent I will represent all student advocate for the past two
dents through diverse proyears, and hopes to implement gramming and utilizing
some of his own ideas to furincreased student input."
ther the improvement that has
Having been involved with
been made.
a number of organizations
"I have seen how students
including being STABspecial
can really make a differenceif
events chair, Mardi Gras
they just voice it,"he said. ·so I
chair, and a member of the
want to help students to do so." Panhellenic Council,
One of his primary goals for Domichel said she would
the office is to make the stubring a great deal of experident advocate more accessible ence to the office responsible
to tlie students through a Web
for student activities
page and e-mail address.
throughout the year.
He plans to reestablishthe
She said she would like to
student advocate advisorycom- see more student input go
mittee, which willallowhim to
into the planning process for
remain in contact with all the
deciding what events will be
collegeson campus and the
seen on campus.
clubs and organizations.
Included in those events,
This willallow Bishopto let
she would like to bring in a
students know about upcoming monthly movie series includlegislationand give the stuing both edited and unedited
dents a chance to voice their
movies, a big concert event
opinion on important issues,
and enhanced volunteer prohe said.
grams.

Athletics
PRES.

JAKECHASE

Extensions
PRES.

VICE

ANDY DILLEY

Student

VICE

Academic
PRES.
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"As
Activities VP.
I will increase
the number
and expand
the diversity
of events by
working with
other clubs
and organizations on campus
tQ include everyone - and
raise awareness of activities
through better publicity," said
activities vice president candidate Jet Thompson.
"The main reason I wanted to run for office is I'm a
local and I understand what
activities outside of campus
are like," Thompson said.
His background includes
working with STABas events
chair in 1999-2000 and as a
publicity chair among other
events.
He has also been involved
in the Civil Rights Forum and
the battle of the bands. ·1 feel
like I bring a lot of experience to the office," he said.
At the top of his list,
Thompson would like to see
a campus radio station return
to USU. He would also like to
start a comedy series and a
music series by bringing in
comedians and bands from
Utah and other states .

Student
involvement
and attendance is the
name of the
game.according to candidate Cherissa
Smith.
"Iwant it to feel open; she
said referring to the Arts &
Lecturesvice president office.
Smith said she would like to
see a link to the Arts &1
Lecturesoffice from ASUSU's
home page or a comment box
for students to voice their
opinions.
For the past two years,
Smith has served as Cultural
EventsChair on the Arts &
LecturesCouncil has been
involvedwith the Utah
IntercollegiateAssemblyand
served on the PublicAffairs
Board,she said.
Smith said she plans to
increase attendance at Arts &
Lecturesevents with increased
notice of events and "providing
some little gimmickor something."
Smith said her wish list of
speakers in next year's Lectures
Series includes George W. Bush
and Gordon B. Hinckley, but
admits she's unsure how realistic that wish is.

Maya
Angelou may
soon becoming to an Arts
& Lectures
Series near
you. That is if
Trine Thomas
is elected Arts
& LecturesVicePresident this
week.
She said she's also planning
to bring Gov.MikeLeavittor
Sen. Orrin Hatch to speak to
students.
"They'reusually pretty willing to speak to students about
voter awareness and such,"
Thomas said.
Thomas, who was chosen by
Orem City representativesto
serve as their Youth Mayorin
her senior year of high school,
has been active in
Organizationsand Traditions
committees for two years and
is a member of the President
LeadershipCouncil.she said.
"I'd push for Poetryand a
Beverageto be a year-long
event,"she said. "Ifs a staple of
student life."
Thomas said she would like
to bring what she called "classic
cinema· - filmssuch as Gone
With the Wind, TheMaltese
Falcon,and Casablanca
- to
the Taggart Student Center.

Service
PRES.

MICHAEL BISHOP

ALECIAFREDRICKSON

Athletic
Vice President
candidate
Michael
Bradley G.
Bishop,a
junior from
Kuna, Idaho.
said he decided to run for the office of
Student Advocate to improve
upon what has already been
done in the office.
He has worked with the
student advocate for the past
two years and hopes to implement some of his own ideas
to further the improvement
that has been made.
·1 have seen how students
can really make a difference if
they just voice it," he said. ·so
I want to help students to do
so."
One of his primary goals
for the office is to make the
student advocate more accessible to the students through
a Web page and e-mail
address. He plans to reest.ablish the student advocate advisory committee, which will
allow him to remain in contact with all the collegeson
campus and the clubs and
organizations.

Alecia
Fredrickson
said she
wants to
increase student involvement in service through
the Val R.
Christensen
Service Center.
The candidate for Service
Vice President said she has
made it one of her goals to
increase involvement in the
Service Center through
awareness.
"People totally respond if
you just get the word out ,"
she said.
Fredrickson worked with
the Special Olympics committee last year and said she
feels this qualifies her to
take on the role of service
vice president.
"You'vegot to have leader ship experience with a large
council, and I have that," she
said.
Fredrickson also said she
has worked with several service programs at USU,
including Trick or Treat for
Cans and the Hunger
Banquet.

K.\R.ENGAUFJN

"I think I
have a good
understanding of how all
the programs
work, and I
think my
leadership
style would
benefit the Service Center,"
said Karen Gaufin, candidate
for ASUSUService Vice
President.
Gaufin has been with the
Val R.Christensen Service
Center for two years. She is
currently the publicity and
recruitment chair for the service center council, Project
Pals Historian, ASUSU
Programming Board member,
USU AggiesSpecial Olympics
team head coach and
Olympics Fall Invitational volunteer.
Gaufin said she has many
plans for next year including a
monthly service project in the
community, USU campus
clean-up, better Web site and
online registration for student
volunteers, make job descriptions available for volunteers,
and a "victory· file where people can see the success of the
Service Center.

Or~anizations
VfCE PRES.
CHELSIEEGBERT

SHARONPEwrR.E.s.s

Utah State
University
sophomore
Chelsie Egbert
is running for
ASUSU
Organizations
and
Traditions
Vice President.
Egbert said one of her goals
is to "educate the student body
about the great variety of clubs
we have on campus by implementing a (Councilof Student
Clubs and Organizations.or
CSCO)week"
She said she also wants to
make the club point and funding systems more efficient and
expand Homecoming to
involvethe entire student
body.
Egbertis from Preston,
Idaho. She is majoring in public relations.
Egbert'spast experience at
USU includes serving on the
Organizationsand Traditions
Committee.
She has also served as chair
of several committees,including HomecomingCommittee,
Robin'sCommittee. Project Pals
Activitiesand the HOWL
Committee.

Sharon
Pewtress'
experience at
USU includes
founding
Theta Nu Xi.
USU'sfirst
multicultural
sorority.
She has also served as the
founder and chair of the
Ethnic Engineeringand Science
Student Council,founder and
president of the Societyof
Asian American Engineersand
Scientists.AcademicScholars
Program vice president.ASUSU
...
ScienceCouncilpublic relations chair and the Collegeof
_,.
Sciencerepresentative to the
f
United Campus Volunteers.
I
Pewtresswas MissKorea in
1999's MissInternational
Pageant.
As organizationsvice president she would get all campuswide organizationsto participate in or register with CSCO,
and provide links for them on
the ASUSUWeb site. She
would also like to recognizeall
old and new traditions at USU,
"to incorporate a more diverse
pool of students in existing
organizationsas well as new
ones."
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The Polynesian Student Union
(PSU)at Utah State University is
known for its annual luau. While
planning the luau takes much of the
club members' time, it is not all they
do.
"We're more than just the luau,"
said PSU Secretary Kimberly
Kawakami. ·ourfocus is to increase
awareness of the Polynesian culture."
PSU member Ryan Solomona
said the purpose of the club is for
usu·s Polynesian students to share
their customs with others on campus. This week is Polynesian Week
at USU, and Solomona said the purpose of the week's activities is ·to
show people our background, our
culture."
The PSU sponsored a banana-eat-

Friday's big activity is, of course,
ing contest on Monday, but yesterthe luau. Kawakami said the luau
day·s limbo contest was cancelled
promises to be a great time with
due to the weather.
plenty of authentic food
Students can join the
and dancing.
PSU on the patio again
'We'remorethan
The party will contintoday at 12:30 p.m. for
ue after the luau with a
a hula-hoop contest.
just the luau,our dance in the TSC ballTomorrow·s activity will
be hula dance lessons,
focusis to increase room. Kawakami said
the dance is open to
also on the patio at
awarenessof the everyone, not just to
12:30 p.m. Kawakami
said the lessons will be Polynesianculture.' those who come to the
luau. She said the dance
rather informal with
should be a lot of fun .
members of the PSU
• KIMBERLY
KAWAKAMI
•
"Everyone will be in a
out on the patio ready
PSUSKRITARY
good mood because
to teach anyone who
they just got out of the
wants to come by.
luau," she said.
Kawakami encourKawakami said the
ages everyone to come
purpose of the luau and all of the
tomorrow and learn how complicatPSU's activities is to help people
ed Polynesian dancing can be.
learn about the Polynesian culture
"The dancing is not as easy as it
while having fun.
looks." she said.

"It's a way fun club," Kawakami
said of the PSU.
She said the club is a bit unorganized, but what it lacks in organization it makes up for in good times.
·we know how to have fun,
that's for sure."
The PSU has nearly 150 official
members, but only about 20 active
members . according to Kawakami.
She said the club gets together at
least once a month for meetings
and activities.
For the last several weeks, however, club members have met as
often as four times a week to practice dances for the luau.
"We've been concentrating a lot
on the luau this semester."
Kawakami said.
Solomona said the club also
holds parties , potluck dinners and
field trips to activities at other uni-

TllllOITIONIILOIINtE IINO FOODTO tOME TO

versities. He and Kawakami said,
however, that the club is not really
about formal meetings and activities. They said the club is very laid
back and is just a good place to
meet people.
Students don't have to be
Polynesian to join the PSU.
Solomona said at least half the
club's membership is among nonPolynesians.
The club has members who are
Asian, African-American, Hispanic
and Caucasian. Solomona said the
PSU is proud to be such a diverse
club.
Students who are interested in
joining the PSU can e-maH
Kawakami at slzwj@cc.usu.edu.
Kawakami said the club will slow
down a lot after the luau, but it is
planning to have a few more activities before the school year is over.

us·uON FlllOIII/

KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

As part of Polynesian
Week at Utah State
University, the Polynesian
Student Union is presenting
Luau 2000 Friday in the
Taggart Student Center
Ballroom.
The event, called
"Paradise Cove." will feature
an authentic Polynesian buffet and dancing. Gina Hunt.
the dance coordinator for
the event. said the goal was
to make the luau as traditional as possible. The food
will be traditional
Polynesian food including a
roast pig and rice.
For the luau, the USU
students have combined
with the Polynesian club at
Weber State University. The
evening will be a night when
students can experience life
in the Polynesian islands
and learn about the dances
and cultures of Hawaii,
Samoa, Tonga, Tahiti, New
Zealand and Fiji.
The purpose of the luau
is to "preserve our culture
and share and educate the
USU students practice their moves for Luau 2000 in the TSC Friday night. The Luau, which culminates Polynesian Week is a celebrationof culture, food and entertainment on March
31 at 5:30 in the TSC ballroom.Tickets are available in the USU ticket office. The cost is $10f or the evening.
community," Hunt said.
"Traditionally families
tural awareness about the
Hunt said the 40 dancers
dan ce is different , she said.
Polynesian community" at
have been prac ticing togeth perform. eat and cook
The Hawaiian dance has
USU, Kawakami said. "It is
er for two and a half months . lots of graceful hand movetogether," she said.
Hunt hopes families from
interesting to learn about
Some of the dances will be
ments while the Tahitian
C '-- 11 ~ 11°u will attend the
new backgrounds and culperformed by couples and
dance has fast moving hips.
• Wednesday 12:30 p.m.: Hula-hoop contest,
tures."
oth er numbers will be just
Hunt said.
luau.
TSC patio
"One of our goals is to
men or women dancing,
Hunt said she hopes peo Th e luau begins at 5 p.m.
ple come away full of good
Hunt said.
Tickets are $10 for adults. $7
have students come. and to
• T!mrsday 12:30 p.m.: Hula lessons, TSC Patio
A narrator will explain
get the Cache Valley commu- food, and that after trying
for children and $30 for a
• Friday 5:00 p.m.: Luau, TSC Ballroom
nity involved." Kimberly
something different they
each dance and what it
family pass.
• Friday 9:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.: Dance, TSC
means . Each Polynesian
appreciate the cultures they
They can be purchased at
Kawakami. PSU Secretary,
Ballroom free with luau or $2 with
learned about and the hard
island has a different lan said.
the USU ticket office or at
ID, $3 without ID
"(We want to) increase cul- work that went into th e luau. guage and culture, so each
the door.
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TUEtULTUREfOFII PEOPLE,
EXPLORIN6
OIFFERENtES'
HOLLYHANSON

Staff Writer

Tropical islands with
friendly people who have big
hearts are part of a similar
culture shared by the
Polynesian islands. said
Salote Otutaha, Polynesian
Student Union president.
The islands are. made up
of Fiji. Tonga, Hawaii. New
Zealand. Tahiti and Samoa
The Tongans are very
close with their immediate
and extended families. Tai
Lauti. a Tongan student at
Utah State University said.
Not only are they close with
their first cousins. but they
are clo5e with their fifth and
sixth cousins as well.
This is because they have
many family gatherings giving them an opportunity to
get to know each other. he
said.
The same friendliness is

extended to everyone they
meet. Lauti said once he or
another Polynesian student
meets you. you will be
remembered.
·we as Tongans are open
to everyone." said Otutaha.
"Tonga is the last remaining monarchy in the Pacific.
Our flag tells a lot about our
culture." Otutaha said.
The flag is white with a
cross in a red square. The
white stands for purity. the
cross represents Jesus Christ
and the red represents
Christ's blood. The flag says
"God and Tonga are my
strength." she said.
Tonga is also a strong
Christian society.
"It is illegal to work on
Sunday. Bread and butter are
basically the only things you
can still buy on a Sunday·
Lauti said.
Though they live strict
religious lives. Polynesians

TV'svoyeurism
is
aboutto get worse
VERNE GAY

Newf.day

Call it invidious. call it predictable, or call it whatever
you like. but television
increasingly is tapping into
the voyeur in us. More and
more , it seems. we like to
watch each other. The hµge
ratings of "Wh9 Wants to Be a
Millionaire· and "Who Wants
to Marry a Multi-Millionaire·
certainly attest to that.
But you haven't seen anything yet.
This summer, two
European imports to air on
CBS- Holland's "BigBrother·
and Sweden's "Expedition:
Robinson." to be renamed
·survivor" - will raise the
level of voyeuristic TV here to
previously unseen heights.
A description offered by a
"BigBrother" producer applies
to both shows: "part social
experiment, part real-life soap
opera and part competition."
"BigBrother· resembles an
extreme version of MTVs
"The Real World." A group of
strangers shares a house with
cameras monitoring every
move - in every room - and
each person votes to evict one
of the group . "Survivor·
strands a group on an island.
and like the ·contestants" on
"BigBrother," they are scrutinized by omnipresent camera
crews af\d voted out by their
peers until only one is left.
Should we be shocked? Not
really. TV has always displayed
a fundamental urge to exploit
real people. real drama and
real tragedy, and we have
always been more than willing
to abf<!ethis urge. "Real" may
not always make for great
televisfon. but it is certainly
compelling. On some admittedly narcissistic level, what is
more fompelling than the
notion that we are the ones
who are staring back from the
TV set?
The real question is this:
What has taken TV so long to
get back to where it all started? Forty years ago. prime
time was filled with the sweat
and grunts of real people presumably trying to answer real
questions on real quiz shows.
Only later. when America was
genuinely shocked to learn
some TV executives were
scoundrels, did quiz shows fall.
on hard times.
Thirty years ago. ·candid
Camera· was a sensation :
,.What was funnier than real
Poeople doing really stupid
'i:hings? In 1973, PBS' "An
American Family."which

Jumpto YoYEUR,
Page9

also know how to have fun.
·we are fun and humorous and joke around a lot"
Lauti said. ·we are very open
people and straight forward.
We express our feelings.·
According to Otutaha.
because much of the Tongan
culture is rooted in
Christianity, importance is
given to the family.
"It is common to live at
home while attending college." she said.
"Most cultures celebrate
the 18th birthday, but in the
Tongan culture. we celebrate
the 21st," Otutaha said. "It is
important to be a 21-year-old
virgin woman still living at
many Polynesians do not celhome. We strive towards
ebrate the same holidays as
that:
Americans or even celebrate
"It is very embarrassing for them in the same way.
a family to host a party or
Halloween and Thanksgiving
celebration then not be able
are examples of some holi- ,
to feed them all: Ilaisaane
days they don't celebrate.
Ahokovi. another Polynesian
Christmas and New Year's
student. said.
Day are big holidays in
"The movie Jonny Lingo is Tonga.
pretty accurate in how it por"During New Year's, everytrays the willingness to pay
thing is closed. We celebrate
eight cows for a woman."
for one week with eating and
Ahokovi said.
fun• Ahokovi said.
The Tongan -culture is also
Though the cultures may
respectful of their elders.
be different, everyone is
"We really respect them. If
invited to be a part of the
we are standing in line, we
Polynesian Student Union.
will offer them to go first,"
·we are not limited to
Lauti said.
only Polynesian students. If
Anther difference between
you are willing to learn our
the cultures involves holiculture you are welcome."
days. According to Ahokovi.
Otutaha said.
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A Paint-Your-Own Pottery Place
that you have just got to try!!!
This is easy, creative, and LOTS OF FUN!!!
Bring a friend, a date, or your family.
Just come and try your hand •
at making your own plates,
vases, frames, mugs,
platters, teapots, etc.

A i1154:e ~ C/,e i~a,zd.. cv...iS?>i,ze
TflE LUlfllFtllOlfVWILLFElfTlltlEfOMEiitlElfTTtllfOITIONlfl
POlVNEfllfN
FOOD.IFVOiitttN'T MIKE IT 10 TflEWill, Dfl EIIE#IF I/OUtlN, flEflE
lfflE fOMEflEtlPEf TOflflP VOii fllllE 1/0UflOWNLUlfU.

,-------------,
BRINGA FRIEND!
I

~c£ee

I

: ~~% @ITsl?
BISQUE:

L-------------~

i!J
~a ~

~~
,.,,¥"
.. MIEi;',,.~~~£1
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RUNT'IlEILJINrr01/ENllJILUAPORK
4 to 5 pounds of pork butt
1 tablespoon liquid smoke
2 112 tablespoons Haw ..
auan salt

165 E. 1400 N. Suite A
( next to Stok eB Bro the rs )

752-2529
Open M-Th 11am-8 pm • Fri 11am-9i, m • S at 10am-9 pm • CloBed Su n

Preheat oven to 325 F
liquid smoke and 1 · Rub pork with
the Hawaiian salt ~ / 2 tablespoons of
and seal complete.!y
pork 11:
foil
roasting pan and b ·k 1ce pork m
After bakin shre a e or 5 hours.
with the re!ainin dgtork, ~nd sprinkle
Makes 10 servmgs.
.
awauan salt ·

;fP

GRADUATING
SENIORS
OGet your Co-Curricular
Transcript Today!!

H11w111111w
P1eK11,o
"'
uN/ONy
1 green beJJ
1 Pkg. (10 o pepper
1/2 cu . z.Jfrozen s
114
p nee Vineo man Whole ·
cup Wat
oar
onions
1 tablespoon
er
Crushedred Hawaiiansalt
Pepper tot
R
aste
emove seed
sli~eintosl~~~:;iembranefrom
remainino'.11ons
in a glass'~strips.Placebbel]Pep.
vegetableg ~gredients an/ar. Combine el]Pepper
overnigh/ h 0 ~er tightly Pour over
servings , s akmg occas.and refrigerate
·
1onal]1r
~., k
J· ma es 8

Just in time for Graduate School
Application or Resumes!!

OKeep a record of your
experiential involvement
while at USU!!

:;d

The Co-Curricular Transcript provides students
with a way to track the skills and training they have
learned in areas of leadership development. It can
be used like an academic transcript and provide
information to future employers, etc.

Pick one up today in the
Student Activities Office
Taggart Student Center 326.

IIEtlPEf TlllEN FllO•
WWW.fllfUllF.tO•ILu•u
•ND
OlDHIWlfll.tOM/ liiDI IIEtlPE

r/LUIIU_PllllTII_FUN_
llEtlPEf.flTtlf

Hong's~

tDAf
PllEOBVKITflllllW
fUM•FRf

Alterations
Great Prices on
Wedding Dresses!
• Rent or Buy •

I

Accessories
Galore!

5% off Formal Dress Purchases
•includes alterati.ons - $r 2 value

550 North Main~ Suite 119 • 753-3778
In the Clock Tower Plaza

·····--··----1

TAH - 1s2-3012

I
t

ULTS S3.00 • CHILDREN S2.00 +.
( ·oc-1"· \ "all, ·_...
, , L11.,11ry
l)is1·01111f Tlll'afl'r

REAT SEATS • GREAT SOUND
•
GREAT PICTURE

MARCH
MIDNIGHT
MADNESS

FRED
RICO'S
F.unou.Piz ..

i a/1Di sney's

Toy Story 2

(G)
Nightly 7:10, 9:00

9/air6)c5tudio

Sar. Matinees ar 1:30, 3:20. 5:10
Friday ar 5: 10
Shows Before 6:00 pm -$2 .00

1349 E. 700 N.•752-0130

A Full Service Salon

--CAREER NEWS

LOOK FOR THE SPOTLIGHT
FREE SODA & POPCORN
From

7p.m.-1 a.m.
Friday, March 31

.._ http://www.usu.edu/career

•$1 Tans
Live Broadcast
• 1/2 Price Haircuts ·
from 94.5 VFX!
•$5 Mini Massages
'
• $5 Mini Facials
•$5 Mini Manicures
•Free Para.fin Hand Waxes
I

1451 North 200 East• Suite 170 • Logan, UT • 787-0707

lnternsh!PS with the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
in Utah
Positions are available in:

Archeology
Law Enforcement
Natural Resources
Physical Science
Rangeland Management
Recreation Planner
Wildlife Biology
For futher information on how
to apply for these po~itions,
come to Career Services.

Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777
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At the top of the news universe

ContinuedfromPage5
chronicled the daily lives of
one clan, the Louds, in intimate detail. became a national obsession.
The ante was upped in the
mid-'90s with "The Real
World," which followed the
daily exploits of real 20-somethings, with titillation and the
normal frictions of living in
dose proximity providing the
drama. And the voyeuristic
impulse has been intensified
by the Internet - where ordinary people often literally put
their lives online for anyone
to see. (It's not surprising,
then, that both "BigBrother"
and ·survivor" feature significant Internet components .)
And this summer, U.S.
viewers will get their next jolt
of hyper-reality . If the reactions of the Dutch and Swedes
are any indication, we will be
in for a wild ride . At first the
Dutch were shocked by the
premise of "Big Brother." But
the shock turned to curiosity,
and then to obsession. In the
process, the Dutch learned
something about themselves,
or so they believed.
Meanwhile. the fireworks
have already started in

13

Dr. Richard W. Hart
Optometris t

~ I \6Drldgerland

Student
Prices!!

Eye Examinations
Glasses / Contacts
Computer Vision Specialist
Computerized Eye Chart
Treatment of Red-Eyes

SNOWDAY(PG)M•n·Thun7:00,9:I0
STUART
mm(l'G) M,n-lu,7:10

THE
SIXTHSENSE
O'Gll\Mo,,.hn
'llO

752-3937(EYES)

GAUXYQUEST
!PG)Mon•lhn7:20.~20
ANNAANDTHEKINGCPG13l
Mon·lhnb45,
~30

~~

Vision
Center

Digital Surround
Soundin •II Theatltl'8

Los AngelesTimes

VOYEUR

c2S7
NO.
MAIN

753-6444Theaters

[LIZABETH JENSEN

The setting was Geneva,
early in Tom Brokaw's tenure
in the anchor chair at NBC
News.
As snow fell, turning
Brokaw's brown hair to a silvery white, then-NBC News
President Larry Grossman
says he had an epiphany,
telling the anchor that "when
you get gray hair. you're going
to be absolutely the most
popular guy in the world."
Brokaw does have gray hair
these days. and his evening
newscast has been the most
popular, at least in the United
States , for the last three years .
Coincidence?
Maybe, maybe not.
Although few would have predicted it some 17 years ago
when he took the anchor
chair by himself . Brokaw has
become the very model of
what we think of as an anchor
these days. seemingly the
most approachable. most reliable of the three men bringing the half-hour summary of
the news each night , and
leading viewers - at least
those who haven 't jumped to
all-news cable - through the
unfolding election year.
He had an atypical career
path, including local news and
a stint anchoring the morning
"Today· show, and a reporting
resume that included fewer
foreign assignments than his
rivals, CBS' Dan Rather and
ABC's Peter Jennings . Even
when he got the job in 1983,
his role as the •face" of the
seriously struggling NBC
News led to constant chatter
that he was about to be
replaced. The show did reach
the top of the ratings pile in
the mid-1980s but soon lost it.
Many in the media intelligentsia quietly dismissed him.
"People thought he was a
lightweight: says Reuven
Frank, now retired, who as
NBC News president chose
Brokaw to be sole anchor. "But
it was unfair. because he was
pretty well-grounded and
deep."
Today, however, Brokaw is
at the top of his game, with a
top-rated newscast and two
best-selling books. How
Brokaw got to this position
says a lot about what viewers
expect from an anchor these
days and about what the
evening newscast has become
at a time of intense competition for news vie~ers .
Arriving at a rally for presidential candidate John
McCain during the recent
New Hampshire primary,
Brokaw, in boots, black jeans
and a black down jacket.
bounds through the sloppy
snow to catch up to the
Arizona senator and former
prisoner of war, who repeatedly refers in speeches to
Brokaw's book "The Greatest
Generation." about World
War 11veterans. Even dressed
inconspicuously, Brokaw is
besieged by veterans who
want to talk about the book,

¢inefour

MOVE
HOTL~E

e esbyhart aol.com
187 East 1600 Nortt1
18et111,ee11
Wal-Mart and the Spor'.s Acaderny)

M-F 9am-5 30pm and Saturday 9am-1 pm

We've
accepted
thefact
that
we're
onlv
qoinq
togetonedate
with
vou.
(Rctuallv4P
that's
themav
wepref
erit.1

Tom Brokaw remainsone of the top newsanchors on the today.

autograph and picture seekers
who know him from TV, and
a confused duo from Dutch
TV who ask him to take their
picture before, embarrassed ,
they realize who he is and ask
for an interview instead . In
rapid succession, four foreign
broadcasters. a kids TV show,
a student documentary maker
and the NBC local station
from Seattle ask him to
expound on the meaning of
the primary .
Later, when Brokaw and
some "Nightly News· staffers
drop by a Bill Bradley rally only to turn right around
when they find that the candidate is running a half-hour
late - campaign workers
plead for a little time. "He'll
get through this without me:
Brokaw assures them with his
wry smile and trademark
mumble.
When he was named
anchor, some viewers saw
Brokaw, who got the top post
when co-anchor Roger Mudd
was pushed aside (Frank
praises Mudd but says Brokaw
was "better at ad-libbing.
worl,<lngwithout a script ,
which is something you cannot live without in an election
year"). as too callow and ambitious, executives recall.
Brokaw - who says that of
the three, Jennings really has
"that anchorman elan , like he
was born to do that kind of
work" - acknowledges that
some viewers didn't want to
get their news from a relative
youngster (Brokaw just turned
60, while Jennings is 62 and
Rather is 68).
"NBC Nightly News·
ascended to the top spot
under Brokaw for the first
time right after the
Challenger space shuttle
explosion , and then-executive
producer Bill Wheatley says
he partly credits Brokaw·s
smooth handling of the
tragedy coverage. ·rt was so
absolutely clear that he had
done his homework. knew
what he was talking about
and empathized with the
Germany, where "BigBrother·
debuted March 1. For months
the show was criticized by
politicians who labeled it a
form of human ·experimentation· and said it offended
human dignity, a value protected in Germany's constitution . Last week, producers
decided house residents will
be allowed to duck into a
camera-free room for one
hour a day. In tum , media
regulators meeting in Munich
postponed until Tuesday a
decision on whether to order
the show off the air.
In Sweden, public reaction
to "Expedition:Robinson" was
nearly identical. Producers
emphasized this ·competition ·
would not be a battle of the
fittest or the strongest or the
bravest. Instead, it would pit
average person against average
person.
Producers were a betted by
widespread hysteria before the
debut of both shows. The public wondered how real people
would react under such unreal
circumstances. Would they
crack? Were there other hidden
dangers? One contestant in the
first season of Sweden's
"Expedition· committed suicide,
• but producers insisted later he
had suffered from problems
unrelated to the show.

Our Focus
is your
E es

story."
Brokaw's office is dominated by a black-and-white photo
of an Indian cemetery near
his Yankton , S.D., childhood
home. He has always felt
·great heartland support."
Although hard to quantify,
some of Brokaw's recent success might be due to the fact
that as the nightly news has
moved away from its East
Coast-bias, it plays better to
Brokaw's strengths
·1 think that he has a really great Midwest and family
sensibility. He believes in
those virtues very strongly."
says his executive producer,
David Doss. "He's not above
the news."
The newscasts themselves
are very different creatures
from what they were in the
early 1980s when the three
anchors ascended to power.
Then, they were weighted
toward Washington. D.C., with
story upon story about policy
and process. The balance was
provided by foreign news as
the Cold War still raged.

Because
we're
specialists~
medothejobriqht
thefirsttime.

,.,

wisdom
Teyei!h.
OIll ..
Bluth

Oral Surgeon

Farilfarmatit1
andappaintmants.
call750-50
82or

1-eoo.gg.eLUTH
(t-eoo-gg2-see41
Special
ctnsideratins
far:Students
• Prospective
andReturned
Missionaries

rstoftt ~tSt!,,

Logan's)Prrmicr
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675 East600 North

720 North 700 East ;:··
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Highlights:
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~
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•Private Bedroom & Bathro0m
•Desk, Bed & Bockc.ise in each bedroom
~~ §'
•2 phone l_inesin each bedroom
~ ~~
•Laundry m each apartment (no ,:oins!)
(;~ 4;
[
•Modem ki~chenfacilities
O ~
•••~
·
•Cable TV Jacks 111t:act1tedroom
~ ~0 ..... ,
•Living Room
~
•N? parki~g h~ssles
..::,._~(',.~
•Air cond1tt0nmg
~~
••
•I~temet Services available
~
A:
•Ftlled apartment Incentive.

+

,

ff'

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FORSUMMER
& NEXTSCHOOLYEAR!

irt.aluw& ~tnnrletgq 1.Ehiuburgq
& i!;igI,lttuher
For mar€ mformat1on,CallDarla
435-755-8525or l-800-335-5163

For more:mformation,CallMax
435-753-2900or 1-888-550-6293
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ASUSU.final elections candidates continuedfrom Page 1

Graduate
PRES.

Public
Relations
VICE
PRES.

VICE

ErucB.WORTI-IEN

• SAMWINWARD

NOTTINGHAIIII
APABTIIIIENTS
536 N. 600 E.~ LOGAN

}, ..

year

Private room/bath: $2A?5 school
Shared room/bath: $2,095-$2:240•school
year
Furnished,washer/dryer In every apt .. & pstvatepaklng! NS,ND, NP

Call Geena @ .1SS-JS10

BETSYSPACKMAN

MARNI
JENKINS

Increasing
graduate student awareness of, and
involvement
in, the
Graduate
Student
Senate is one
of Eric B. Worthen's main
goals.
Worthen, who is running
for graduate vice president,
said if elected he would like
to work with all departments
and the School of Graduate
Studies to "give graduate students the tools, information
and support necessary for
the successful completion of
their various degree programs.
"Graduate students are a
minority on campus, yet
serve important roles as students, teaching and research
assistants and as mentors for
undergraduates," Worthen
said.
Worthen said he believes
graduate students need to
have their interests and concerns heard by the rest of the
student body, the faculty and
staff and the administration.
Worthen said he hopes to
serve his fellow graduate students as a spokesperson for
their interests and concerns.
He said he would like to
actively address issues
brought before the Graduate
Student Senate.

·1 think
that public
relations has
a huge potential for good
- it acts as a
link between
ASUSUand
the students,·
Betsy Spackman said.
And with experience as the
ASUSUpublic relations
account manager for legislation and ASUSUScience
Council public relations representative, Spackman feels
her two years' experience
with public relations makes
her the best qualified for the
position.
·1 know what the office
entails, and I'm up for the
job," she said.
In order to better link students with ASUSU,Spackman
would like to increase the use
of the ASUSUWeb site and
hotline by advertising.
She said many students are
missed because most of the
advertising is centered at the
Taggart Student Center. She
would spread out adverising
by posting notices and having
displays in buildings around
campus.
She would also like to hold
casual forums where officers
dish out ice cream and interact with students. for example, to attract students and
get their views on issues that
way.

"I want to
work with the
collegesenators to get
information
board in college buildings,"
Marni Jenkins
said.
Marketing is mostly done in
the Taggart Student Center
now, but needs to be expanded
to the Fine Arts and Buisiness
Buildingsas well as other areas
of campus, she said.
With most collegeshaving
glass display cases in their
buildings,Jenkins hopes to be
able to utilize those. If she
can't. she said she would at
least put up mini A-frames in
those areas rather than congregated around the Taggart
Student Center. The A-frames
could be placed outside during
good weather and inside the
building during good weather,
she said.
She would also work with
the ASUSUDesign team to
intergrate the ASUSUWeb site
and hotline on A-frames and
signs,advertising the services
students can accessat home.
Additionally,she would like
to survey students about elections. With two candidates running unopposed this year and
such a low voter turnout for
the primaries, Jenkins would
like to know why students are
apparantly uninterested and
try to solve the problem.

"I don't support going to
zero (prepaid printouts) until
ContinuedfromPage1
Computer Services can give
us cash registers so we can
the most additional money
pay in the labs," Croshaw
any student would pay for
said.
printouts would be $1.05.
She said she also wants to
After 88 printouts, students
see a buffer of five to 10 prewould actually be saving
paid printouts available to
money, he said.
protect new students or stuBut ASUSUAcademics
dents unaware of the new
Vice President Emily
policy.
Croshaw said the issue of
Another is~ue disqJ.ssec!
convenience must also. be "~ was-the: use of the money
coosilitr,ecl,
-q91qb
• ,011saved by the ~~Wp~te,r lab,

operating budget.
Sessions said the elimination of prepaid printouts
would be an asset to students
because the extra money
could be used for new computer programs and longer
lab hours.
"I'm definitely in support
of the labs staying open
longer," ASUSUPublic
Relations Vice President
Christina Domichel said.
However, she said new
software may not be in the

students' best interest.
·1 think for the most part
the labs have a wide variety
of software students would
use," she said.
She said she was concerned any new software
may be programming software or other programs that
most students would never
try to use.
Sessions said he foresees
access to more Internetbased software and upgrades
for current software.

"My most
important
responsibility
for graduate
students is to
represent
their ideas,
concerns and
feelings on
issues that are important to
them," said Sam Winward,
one of the two candidates for
Graduate Studies Vice
President.
One of Winward's main
goals if elected is to have a
career fair specifically geared
toward graduate students, he
said.
He also wants to explore
the possibility of extending
tuition reimbursements to
qualifying graduate students.
·some institutions are able
to offer health insurance to
graduate students at little or
no cost," he said of another
goal he is exploring. "I would
like to find out if this is an
option for USU."
Other things he hopes to
accomplish include monthly
GraduateInformers,organized and regular Graduate
Student Senate meetings,
expanded activities and ·representing graduate students
fairly and equitably to faculty, administration and to the
ASUSU Executive Council."
Winward served this year
as the ASUSUAthletics Vice
President.

PRINfOUTS

Statesma
U.ah

USU's

Student
Shopping
Center

Bt.5iNESS
Oma/Aos

797-1775
or24/7at797-3359
acs~cc.usu.edu
www.stiltesman.usu.edu

PLEASE NOTE

HELP WANTED

Classified
advertising
deadlines
areoneworking Sl500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
day priorto the daypublication
is desiredat 1O Forinfocall203-977-1720
a.m.Costper submissionis 10 centsper word
$1 minimum. Reducedrates for quantity
insertions
areavailable.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard COFFEELOVERNEEDED!Espressomachine
and Aggie Express are also accept- operatorneeded,tt interestedcall 208-852ed for payment.Use797-3359to placephone 1719.
ads. Advertisersshould carefullyread the
classifiedad form, TSC 319. The Utah
Statesmanreservesthe rightto refuseanyad, Get 1non the E-commerce
boom,start making
display,or classified. The Utah Statesman moneyoverthe Internet.
Jesse563-0210
disclaims all liability for any damagesufferedas a resultof anyadvertisement
in
this newspaper.The Statesmanhas authority Individualswanted to introduce,distribute,
to edit and locateany classifiedadvertisement uniqueproductlineloca!lyandnationally.Very
asdeemedappropriate.
attractive
compensation
1-800-619-4309

Organize!~~
InS
•Ultra-thin, anodized aluminum case with
embossed leather cover lets you organize in
style.

USC Computer Center 135
Logan, UT 84322-3715
8am-4:30pm M-F
(435) 797-3357
°'

,-.n1

CARS & TRUCKS

mercampsin Northern/J.Z..CampCounselors, new averageretail$24,400mustsell $16,999.
ProgramSpecialists,RidingCounselors.
June 752-3389
DL4368
1-Aug.8 EOE. Callfor application
1-800-35226133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org

FOR SALE

1997JeepWrangler,lifted,wheels,CD, black
$12,999obo askfor Rachel752-3389

$6000permonthprocessing
govt.mortgage
refundslrom home No experience
necessary1888-649-3435
ext.104

1996DodgeRam SLT Sport Extendedcab,
loaded6 diskCD, newwheelsand tires,must
see$19,999
OBO(John)752-3389

1996Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof
. 6
disc CD, averageretail $19.400,must sell
$15,999752-3389
DL4368

1991FordF-1504X4 5 spd. NC, LeerShell,
carpetk~.dualgastanks,106kmi. Mustsee!
$7500obo 787-2494

Lookingfor GraphicDesignstudentwho wants
experiencein their field Callfor detailsKim
Shaner713-4942

SpnnklerSupplyis now h1nngout going,sen
motivatedindividualsfor sales/irrigation
design
pos~ions.Forinformation
call797-1563
ask for
Brador FAXresumeto 787-1565

..-:;

GIVE THE GIFf
BECOME

OFL

A PLASMA

DONOR

EARN UP TO $2 IO PER MONTH
COUPLES
UP TO $420
PER MONTH
HOURS

M -F

753-7802

PalmV~
...._M
.........
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-+-

PALM

COMl'UllNG•

PlATIORM

C1n11e~sd
Dr1111ilet

$329.00
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SUMMER IOBS

CampStaff pos~ionsavail. At girl Scoutsum- 1998FordExplorerXLT loaded,newtiers,like

Join Ovid Technologies!
We leadthe industry
with our Internetpublishingand information
re- 2 X 70 mobilehome.Cheapfamilyhousing
trievalservicesfor the medical,academic,and close to campus. New shed, 3 bedrooms,
scient:fic
communities.
Weneedsharp,energet- MUSTSELL$14,000752-6253.
ic peoplewhocan develop00 software,offer
customersupport,wr~e technicaldocuments,
and more.Theseopeningsare locatedin Salt 2-5 yearsof schoolleft? Spend$10·25,000
LakeCity.Wefreinterviewing
applicants
on April rentingor buyour 2 bedroommobilehomefor
3 at USU.ContactCareerServices(797-7m) $9,500
. pad fee + util. only $245per month,
for )Obdescnptions,
scheduling,
andalumnicon- washer,dryer,shedandmorelCall797-6875
tact information.Go to
HYPERLINK
http://www.ovid.comhttp://www.ov1d.com
to
learnmoreaboutOvid.

•Exchange data with your PC at the touch of a
button- eliminates dual data entry and
ensures the safety of your important
information.

Computer Solutions

Misc.Laptopsforsale. S100-650.00
SomeInternetReady!
Hurryforbestselection.
www
.geocities.comlthe
1chacV
435-770-3477

Nicemobilehomeby WillowPark. $26,000
obo.Call563-1491

•Instant access to your data, calendar, e-mail,
address book, to do list, memo pad and
expenses.*

•Infrared capability lets you "beam" files,
applications, evefl your business card to other
IR-enabled Palm Computing® platform
devices.

Workpert-timeto earnfull-timeincome.Thisis
a new opportun~y
and concepton a product
that has beensuccessfully
markedthroughout
thecountrys,nce1953.This1snota MLMcompany.CallToddat 888-523-3557

I I .OOAM

· 6 :30PM,

SAT

Wl:::STERN PLASMA
• I 060
N. MAIN,

I I ·OOAM

LOGAN

• 4:00PM

UT
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The practice of "8ing cardboard obese
pigmy de<:OY'i, almost drov♦ th♦ lion tQ
e.dinctiuu.

t0769, On CampusRepresentative,
t0765, Receptionist,$7"1r
to401, Office Cleaning,$6/hr
Diamondsdirect from the cutters of 4rnwerp t0767, Summer Swimming Instructors,
Belgium. For the best pnce on d • nono,
call $6/hr
Geneat 752-7149
#0766, OUtdoor Adventure Team Leaders,
BOE
#0764,Yardwork,S7"1r
#0763,Summer-StoriesSeriw Intern, USU
credit
BE FLEXIBLE• .• SAVESSS
#0762,Day CampInstructor, $100/wk
EuropeS239(o/w+ taxes)
#0212,Housework,$5.15
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
#0585,Manager& Servicerof Vaccuums,
Hawaii$129(o/w)
#0411,Part-timeAccount Manageror Sales
Mexico/CaribbeanS209(r/t + laxes)
Person,S7-9/hr
Call:800-834-9192
#0759,DaycareProvider,S8.5-10"1r
www.4cheapair.com
#0760,Billing/AccountingAssociate,$6/hr
#0928,Driver,see below
#0756,UmpiresNeeded,S10-35/gme
Eurorail PassExperts
#0755,House Painting,5.15
www.ra,ldeals
com
#0757,Assembly Technician,Negotiable
Gettonsof FREEstuff•
#0758,Advertising Writer,Neg.
2500discountoffers.rail map&
#0754,SalesClerk,S5.50/hr
timetable,Freenight@ The PinkPalaceand
10752,EmroideryOperator,Negotiable
more
#0750,AggregateLab Tech,$8/hr
1-888-RAILPASS
or ralldeals.com
#0751,Location Manger,Negotiable
10305,YouthCounselor,$7.5Mlr
#0749, Babysitting,$3.0Mlr
#0746,Nannyin NewJersey,Neg
A labor ol Love-ChildbirthEducationand Pro- #0748,ProcessServer,BOE
fessionalLabor Support(Doula) Servicescall #0741,DeliveryDriver,$7.00/hr
Christina245-7771
#0742,Salesperson,$175fweek
#0743,CeramicMfg Engineer,BOE
#0745,CleaningPerson,S7/hr
Blue WaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial #0740,Sales,designers,
air station.We can take care of all your scuba #0744,ExperiencedCook, Neg
needs.Sales, rentals,and instructions.Classes #0553,Food ServiceWorker,561hr
are year round,you can be certifiedin just 1wo #0736,PITRetail Sales,BOE
weekends! Group rates available.For more #0739,Sales Person,BOE
info.call 752-1793.
#0693,~nager, Sales,Office,Negotiable
#0732,Models,$10.00/hr
#0731,Childcare,$4.50"1r
10733, On-side apartment Manager,
Negotiable
The Bureau of Land Management(BLM) has #0734,CampCounselor,7.00/11r
in1emsh1ps
available m Archeology,Law En- #0735,BookkeeperPosition, BOE
forcement
, Natural Resources,Physical Sci- #0737,SandwichMaker,Neg.
ence, Range land Management
, Recreation t1073, Graveyard,$5.75/hr
Planner,and WildlifeBiology. Cometo Career #0331,Merchandiser,56.50/lv
Services(UniversityInn #102} for more info. #0952,Yard Work,$6.00/hr
797-7777.

DIAMONDS

Wow!1991ToyotaCamrySedan
$3995.00/080
ww.geoc1ties
.com'the1chacV

FOR RENT
Applicationsbeingacceptedfor summer/school
year2000. Closeto cafll)us, privatebdrm. mgr.
at Brooklane,645East900North#1,752-4824.

GREATBARGAIN!$395 summer,S1995nextt
schoolyear. Privatebedroom• mgr. at Forest
GateWest,460 North400 East#40,752-1642.

Great studentapartmentrates! Schoolyear/
summercontractsavailable. Call for spec,als
753-8128.

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.hous1ng101.net
...
Yourmoveoff campus!

TRAVEL

INSTRUCTION

S1orage
units6X12,and 12X24fencedw/locked
gate,goodrates. J&K Storage753-0653

Why rent when you can own Yorksh,reVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or
call 755-6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com

SERVICES
AUDIO RESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
Have-All-YourCassettes,81racks/l.P's& DAT's
DigrtallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We
Offer the BEST SOUND QUALITYAvailable
inUtah
With
SomeSolutionsNo Noise& CD Pre-Mastering.
PRO.
FESSIONAL
STUDIO~-...?i:~_•
_.__
·_
EauIPMENT
.•
Cassette/LP
to CD=S25
J, t❖•
DigitalAudioTapeto CD=$30
-~45-78rpmLP'~Strack/Reel
to Reel
to CD=$35
All duplicatecopies$10each.
For MoreInformationCall Dave @770-2345or
Email webmaster@spectradesign.com
(Serving
CacheValleySmee1976

Dr

PERSONALS

NEW!NEW!

USU: Student Employment- ON-CAMPUS
JOBS

#C396-93,Dispatcher,S5.60/hr
#C101-94,Custodian,$5.15/hr
#C123-94,Custodian,$5.15/hr
#C3113-00,
Computer programmer/analyst,
$12/hr
tC109-93,YETCStaff, $5,15/hr
tC381-00,OfficeAssistant,$6/hr
#C382-00,Lab Technclan,$6-7"1r
#C380-00,Work in Cap & Gown Office,
$5.15/hr
#C555-98, Undergraduate Reserach
Assistant,$5.15/hr
#C378-00,ForestyTech,sm,r
#C224-99,Food ServiceWorker,$5.15/hr
#P018-93,Writer,BOE
#C377·00,Cashier,$5.15/hr
#C375-00, Mechanical Drawing Detailer,
BOE
#P068-93,Custodian, 56.00
#C433-96,FlowerTeam,6.00/hr
#C426-96,LandscapingCrew,56.00/hr
#C429-96,MowingOperator, $6.00/hr
#C430-96,Irrigation Maintenance,$6.00/hr
IC371-00,Lab Assistant,6.00/hr
#C372-00,NaturalResourceAnalyst, 9.50/hr
#C373-00,Natural ResourceTechnician,
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
#C450-94,Custodian,$5.15/hr
#C402-99,PeerAssistant, $525/sem
#C370-00,Office Assistant, $5.45/hr
#C364-00,PreschoolClassroomAide,$5.256.25/hr
#C084-00,MathTutor ARC,$5.50/hr
#P491-90,Housekeeper,$5.15
IC366-00, ATV Programmer/Ad Sales
Assistant,$7"1r
#C362-00,Lab Technician,$6/hr
#C363-00,Java/HTMUlnternet
Programmer,
BOE
#C360-00,WebDeveloper,BOE
#C623-98,Salad Food Preparation,S5.15/hr
#C358-00, Undergraduate Research
Associate,$5.50/hr
#P036-93,Lifeguard,$5.SMlr
#C356-00,DuplicationTechnician,$6/hr
#C343-00,Tutor,9.00/hr
#C034-00,Technician,$5.50/l1r
#C33~, ResNl'ch Technician,7.00/hr
#C103-92,Shuttle Bus Driver, $5.75/lv
tC564-98,DataTechnician,
$7.50/hr
#C317-00,ResearchTechnician,
$6-10.00/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,5.751hr
#C113-00,LabAssistant,$5.15

For details about on-campusjobs, see the
job board at TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

~ENT EMPLOYMENT

JOB
OFFERINGS#C490-98,DlshroomWorker,$5.15/hr
Cache Valley Starters and A'lternators,
Logan's only ren1anufacturer
of starters and USU: Student Employment· OFFCAMPUS
alternators.We have our own tow truck. Call JOBS
753-1776or stopin at 303 NorthMain,Logan
For details about off-campusJobs, see the
job board at TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp
.

INCOMETAX PREPARATION
20% discount
for studentsCall258-2332
#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Companion,
S7"1r
10482,Custodian,S6.75Jhr
#0628, Customer Service Representative,
Loseweight.FeelGreat
$7"1r
appetitecontrol.tonsof energy.many
plansto
#0772,Data Entry,S7/hr
choosefrom. www.aHaboutweightloss.com #0675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director,
S2,000/TL
#0802,Handyman,$6/hr
#0771,Ottice Work, S7"1r
Certrt,ed JC M1llemium cut diamonds. 88 10768,Party Coordinator,$6/hr+com
facets.CallJoel Nelsoncollectin SLC 801-278- #0770,Cook,S6.50"1r
5230\,ie1son@br.state.ut.us
#0727,Lab Technician,6.50"1r

JEWELRY

#C235-00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
#C135-91,Intramural Official, $6 to $8 per

game
tC265-97, Subs1itute Activity Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C0S0-94,UndergraduateTeaching Fellow,
$5.151hr
tC593·90, Piano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
tC274-91, Applied Music Instructor,
Negotiable
#C719-95, Undergrad Teaching FellowMusic Technology,$5.15/hr
#C124-92,Speech Instructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,Tutor,$5.25/hr
tC532-98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
#C335-97,Blological Technician,$5.15/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
tC263-95,Model(ArtClasses),$8.00/hr
#C620-99,Receptlonist/Clerlcal,$5.50

ADOPT
. A LOVINGcouple
wishes
to adoptnewbornintohomefilledwithhappiness,
securityand
endless love. Legally authonzedexpenses.
PleasecallWendy/Howard1-888-450-9922
ADOPT:A HAPPILYmarriedoouplewantsso
muchto adopta newborn.
Wecan provideyour
newbornwith a secure,warm, loving home.
Expensespaid Pleasecall Frankand Carol 1800-322-2107.
YOURCHERISHED
BABYwillbesurrounded
by
our love,family,security,happmess,
but mostol
all love.Legal/ medicalpaid.CallBob/Hilda,1800-325-9913
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoplion.Warm,
secure,lovinghomeavailablefor newbornbaby,
Pleasecallattorneyat 1-800-606-4411.
A-725

assignedequ,pment
, JobstabIlIty. 1-888-490-8343
www.swilttrans
.oom(eoe-m/f)

M&WPOLEBUILDINGS
: 20'x30'x10
', $3044.00;
24'x36
'x10', $3920.00:30'x48'x10',S5560.00
.
Stallmats4'x6'x314'
, $33.00. Manyo1herbuilding
sizes. Kit, built, engineering,financing
. Free
brochure.
1-888-336-8824.

$15-$45,1-iRI
Country
's mosl established medical/dental
billingsoftwarecompany
seekspeople
to processclaimsfromhome.Trainingprovided
.
Must own computer
. Hl00-434-5518ext#658
Minimum
investment
required.

STEEL BUILDINGSSALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14
, $8,236; 50x75x14, $11,003;
50x100.16,
$14,551;60xt00x16,$16,174
. Ministoragebuildings,
40x160
, 32units,$16,534. Free
brochures,www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel
Buildings,
800-327-0790
, Extens
ion79.

DRIVER• SEWARD
MOTORFreightis nowhiring!Earnupto 33 cpmplus2 centssafetybonus
andfuelincentive
. Vansor flalbeds.Call800-7864469.

PREMIERSTEELBUILDINGS!
Arch, straightwall, singleslope.A smalldeposrtnowcansave
you thousands!1-800-973-3366www.premier•
steel.org
POSTALJOBS $48,323
.00 yr. Now hiring-no
experience-paid
trainilg-greatbenefits.Call for
lists,7 days. B00-429-3660
ext.J954
FUNSIZEBARSor nuggets• All brandsvending
routeavailable.
Willsell by 419/'2000.
UnderS9K
minimuminvestmentrequired
. Excellentprofit
potential.Lease/finance
available.1-800-6377444.
RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
for seHer-financed
notes& deedsof trusl, real
estate conlracts
, structuredinsurancesettlemenls,lotterywinnings.
Cascade
Funding,Inc.1800-476-9644
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDIT
womesmaynow
qulcitlyqualify for loans. Stonecastle's
a direct
lendertha1cantellyouCNerthephone
-andwithoutobligation
! Callt-800-700-1242
ext 374
OVERYOURHEADin debl???Do you need
morebreathingroom???Debtconsolidation,
no
I11'Free consultation
qualifylng
(800) 556-1548.
www.aJlel,\'horizon.org
Licensed
, bonded,nonprofWnal!Clnal
co
WE PAYCASHfor the remainingpaymentson
trust deeds! Mortgages!Annuities!Loueriesl
'Nobodybeatsourpricing!'800-490-0731
, ext715
www.nationalcontractbuyers.com
GRAND OPENING
!
INTERMOUNTAIN
Liquidators
Warehouse
saleol foodstorage,preparednessitems etc. Save 50-00%.3'30-4/8,
1oam-6pm
. 1300W.Center
, Orem.Tollfree 1an-438-7687
DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
'Coas1to
coastruns'Teamsstart42c-45c'$1,000sign-on
bonus for exp.oo. dnwrs. Expenenced
dnvers
andowneroperators
1-800-441-4394.
Forgraduatestudenls1-$00-338-6428.

STATEWIDE
ADS
ADOPTION
ISAlovingchoice.Wedreamo1sharingourlifeandlovewitha baby.Pleaseconsider
us to adopt your newborn.Expensespaid.
Carole/Artie
H!00-249-6130
.

ulilily. Police impoundsand repossessions.
Currentlistings!800-941-an7,ext. C4798

STARTYOUROWN business!Set your own
schedule.Controlyour own income.Sel from
your home,at work,throughfundraisers.
Be an
AvonRepresentative.
Call888-942-4053
AIR FORCE.GREATcareer opponunities
avaiableforhighschoolgrads,ages17-27.Plusupto
$12,000enlistmentbonusif you qualify! For an
information
packetcall 1-800-423-USAF
or visit
www.airforce
.com.
DRIVERS
- MARTEN
TRANSPORT,
LTD.Marten
Transport
can payyou• •1 year- $.29 '2 years$.30 '3 years- $.31 '4 years• $.32 '5 years$.33.CaU1-a00-796-4135.
www.marten.com
DRIVERS
... SWIFTTRANSPORTATION
hiring
drivers& teams!COi.trainingavailable!
Askabout
$1,000 sign-on-bonus!Great pay, benefils,

or All Your Insu rance Needs,
Including Stu den·t Heal th
·1i::ismance

Spring
Rose
Special

117 N .

MAIN
LOCAN
M0N .·SAT 10 · 6

753-1541

SPRING

..

SALE

* New Vinyl Siding & Trims

* New Vinyl Windows

$3,000.00

$1,000.00

Off Retail

Off Retail

I

Fred's Flowers
41 North Main
Logan • 7 52-6242

* Also - Roofing, Fencing & Gutter Available.
* Easy Financing for all Budgets & Credit Ratings.

Precision Homeworks
FREE ESTIMATES
Serving All Of Utah For 15 Years Anywhere in Utah

801-619-6416

.-wi--.
--

1-888-942-HAI

1ULL FREE1-888-882-4645

credit? Self-employed?Late housepayments?
Financialproblems?Medical bills? IRS liens•
It dotsn 'r maJter!
If you are a homeownerwith sufficient equity, there's an excellent chance you will
qualify for a loan-usually within 24 hours.
You can find out over the phone-and free
of ch~e--tf you qualify. StoneCastleHome
Loans ts licensed by the Utah Departmentof
Commerce. Open 7 days.

Call 1-800- 700-1242, ext. 344

DELLCOMPUTERS
: FILEyourtaxesailine this
yeartLow paymen
ts. Resolvedcreditproblems
OK!Callnowfor freeritemetaccess!OMC800477-9016
CodeWV12
LOSEUPTO45 pounds• 45-dayprogramstarts
at545.Freesample1-888-300-5062
FORECLOSED
HOMES
. LOWo, $0 down!Gov't
& bankreposbeingsoldnow!Fanlastic
savings!
Financingavailable. Locallisting.Fee. 800-5011777,ext4799.
WOLFF
TANNING
BEDS
. Tanathome!Buydirect
andsave!CommerciaV
Homeunitsfrom$199.00.
Low monlhlypayments
. Freecolor calalog.Call
today1-800-842-1310

ValleyView
APartments
Now accepting rent for

Summe,-and Fall ZOOO

Call

787-2100

-

FAX(435) 528-5003

CallUsForA FreeStockPriceList!1-800-947-0249
1200E. 100S. LEHI, UT

l METALMART

SCHOOL
800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

••

SAWMILL
$3795
. SAWSlogs rito boards, planks,
beams.Largecapacily.Besl sawmillvaluesanywhere.Freeinformalion.
NorwoodSawmills,
252
SonwilDrive.Buffalo
, NY14225
. 1-800-578-1363

• Barns• Sheds• Roofing Save $$$ on Hi-RibSheets
• Fences• Gates• PortablePanelsSave $$$ on SteelPipe/Tube

TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
800. 72 7 .5865

DIRECT/TV
& PRIMESTAR.
Customers
get salt
lake city channelstoday!Only with DISH500
equipment
Tlpgrade
only$19.95+ get $200free
programming.Call1-800-58
0-2120

Planninga SpringProject?
~ (UsingSteel) ~

mcHsimon

R

HORSEAUCTION
: SILVERRoseClassicHorse
Sale, Saturday
, April 1st, Salt Lake County
Equestrian
Park,11800South2200 West,South
Jordan,12noon,selling100headfromseveral
states,manybrokegeldings,
halter,pertormance
,
roping
, ranch,youth, mares,broke& In foal,plus
youngstockwith oolo, & breedinggalore
. 435286-2281.

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES

TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

5635 Waterbury Way, SLC, Utah

200 HEADCALVIEoows. Somepairs.All young
solidmouthwiRsell any amountyou pick.435462-2731

Call for new $1Ofloorplan book or fax us your plan!

~~

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!

Stop It. Grow It.
Replace It.
NEW/ FREE VIDEO

BEAUTIFUL
BOULDER
, UTAH. Large cedarlog
homeon creek.Fantasticview.29 acres. Water
rights.Corral. Out bu1ldIngs.
For sale by owner
435-335-7376

Cabins* Shops* Sheds

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans
LOANS: Direct lender loosensits requirements for homeowners who need money
now.
Have you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than $10,000 for any reason? Arc you paying more than IO% interest on any other loans or credit cards?
If you are a homeowner and answered
'yes' lo any of thesequestions, they can tell
you over the phone and without obligation if
you qualify.
High credit card debt? Less-than-perfect

BUILDYOUROWNhome.Youserveas project
manager
andsave.We'Uguideyou.100%financing. Youreffortsearnequ,ty. COBSHomes1-8884n•2627www.cobshomes
.com

IL(())<G
HOMES

Adv1rtis~1n111t

& Trims

AVIATION
POSITIONS
. STRUCTURAL
, mechanical, electricaland flight crew. Must haveH.S.
diplOma
andbe wi,ltngto relocale
. Call 1-800-914·
8498.

258-5572

CARSFROMSSOOI
Honda,Chevy
, Jeep& sport

1 Dozen Roses Arranged
Just $29_9s

MEDICAL
BILLER
. GREATincomepotential.
Full
trainingproV1ded.
Computerrequired.Call Titan
tolltree!888-968-7793
ext.4320

DeliveryAvailable
MastercardNisa
Accepted

I

STATESMAN
OFFICE:

www.statesman.usu.edu
&

. 2 0-..,:; k

~

r-··••······~
...
.ac~k-11$40.£
ne~c

797-1775FAX:797-1760
statesrnar@cc.usu.edu
aim
11 :
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

Wednesday,March29
♦ASUSU

Final Elections
♦ USU Music Department,
Logan Canyon Winds. 7:30
p.m. ECC Admission:
adults, $5; non-USU students, $3; USU students
with current ID, free.

Thursday,March30

♦USU

♦ Amauta

h

Seminar, Prof.
Maria Cordero, 7:30p.m.
TSC Room 332E
♦Multicultural Cinema
"The KillingFields" 7
p.m. Old Main Room 117
FREE

Friday,March31
♦ LUAU 5

pm. Tickets,
USU Ticket office.
♦ International Tea Party,
3:30 p.m. TSC
International student
office
♦ Free dinner & Movie,

F.Y.I.
•student HealthImurance representativefrom GMSouthwestwillbe here on campus March 30 in the morning, If you have any issuesor problemsplease contact Steve
Jennings 797-0066or e-mail jennings@admissions
.usu.edu
•·A FunnyThingHappenedon theWayto theForum·
with commentary by Dr. FrancisB. Titchener. classicsprof.
History Dept. March 30. 7 pm. Old Main Room 119
•SailingOubMarch 30. 5 p.m. TSC 335 Everyonewelcome.
• B.ByronPric.e
- ExecutiveDirectorof the BuffaloBill
HistoricalCenter in Cody.WYand RobertThacker - Editor
of AmericanReviewof Canadian Studies& Executive
Secretaryof the Western LiteratureAssociation.March 29
12:30-1:30 pm Nora EcclesHarrison Museum of Art. 650 N.
1100East Logan.lJf Info.Mountain WestCenter for
RegionalStudies797-3630.
• ASLClub SilentWeekendApril 7 to 9 at Camp lJfABAin
Liberty. Utah. Registrationdue March 31. $55 club members
or $60 non-dub members, SignLab of Comm-D building
•Toy Drivefor fosterchildren,TSC basement accepting
donations for kids ages O to 18.Wednesdatthrough Friday.
•SpringHikemeet at the Faith& Fellowshiparound 9:30
a.m. for brunch at 10 a.m. hike through LoganCanyon.
• ATTENTIONFEMALE
STIJDENfSAND FACULTY!
We
are currently ra:ruiti.ngvolunteeB
for a nutrition study

Concerto Night,
March 30, 7:30p.m., Ellen
EcclesTheatre, 43 S. Main
St.,For tickets call 7520026. Tickets $5 adults,
$3 students, USU
Students Free w/valid ID.

DilbertscoTTAoAMs

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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ANNE, I NEED
'YOU TO REVIEW
M'Y FIRST DRAFT.

'YOU KILLED
ANNE L. RETENTIVE
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FLYINGAPARTH!i
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"Dead PoetsSociety"6:30
p.m. at the Faith and
FellowshipCenter, 1315 E.
700 North.
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■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU

I'LL $lt'\fLY fA~f.At-I051--l0'(\0\lS
Wt.NV T"~1 ff.of'U.¥!l"fl\ NO

Must be 18 to 45, taking birth control pills.NOT
pregnant and NOT breast feeding. Involvesblood
draws.CompenSationprovided.Contact Angieat
797-0896or nfs306@hotrnail.com
.
• Join Habitat for Humanity!Volunteersneeded.
Help us fight povertyby putting your house building skillsto the test No construction experience
necessary. Contact the ServiceCenter.
• The 2000/ 01 Stephanie
OsbomeScholarship
is
now availablefrom the Women·sCenter. Eligibility
:
Undergraduatesinglesenior women 24 years or
younger.For more info.contact the Women'sCenter
8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. TSC 310
• Applicationsnow availablefor the CarlT.
DegenerMemorial
Scholarships.
Three scholarships
availableto Juniors majoringin French.German or
Spanish. Applicantsmust have a GPAin the major
of 3.7.Pick up an applicationMain Room204.
Deadline: April 7.
• Applicationsnow availablefor the JeanInness
Scholarship
. One scholarship is availableto an
upper-<:lassman
majoringin French (or Spanishif
there is no acceptablecandidate in French).
Applicantsmust have a 3.0 GPA.Pick up an application Main Room204. Deadline: April 7. 2000.
• Applicationsfor the 2000/ 01 Clas,tjfie,dEmployees
Scholarships
are acceptednow through April 14.
2000. Applicationsare availableMerrillLibrary
Room 115,TSC Informationdesk. PhysicalPlant
Room 110or Paula Baker7-0068.
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Interested in how your team will fare this season?
See Page 14 for sports editor CaseyHobson·spicks.
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USU's struggling offense heads to Southern Utah University
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor
After being shutout in the last two games
of a three-game weekend at New Mexico
State University. the Aggies are looking to
spark the offense when they take on the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City today.
Assistant coach Kim Oelschlager seems
upbeat about the doubleheader (games are
scheduled to start at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.).
"It's going to be a good game."
Oelschlager said.
But first the Aggies (10-19) have got to
score some runs. NMSU held USU scoreless
in their last two games. 4-0 and 3--0.
The good news, Oelschlager said. is that
USU was hitting the ball hard and putting
the ball in play - right to the defense. And
when they were getting on base. it was usually with the bases empty and with two
outs. Someone needs to step up and be a
leader by hitting the ball when the team
needs them to. she said.
The bad news is that U of U's pitcher
Kristin Arbagast has had more than a week
to rest. She has pitched more than 80 percent of Utah's innings. has an ERAof only

3.27 and has won 16 of the Us 17 wins.
The last time she pitched was in the
Sacramento State tournament where the
Utes won four of five games. USU won two
of seven games.
'They were on fire all week," Oelschlager
said.
The Aggies will also have to contend with
the Utes· sluggers. Utah (17-15) has hit 22
home runs this season (USU has 9) and the
Utes have three batters who bat better than
.300, one of which (Sunny Smith) has a slugging percentage of .716.
Aggie pitcher Amy Settlemier will likely
start the first game because of her good offspeed pitch. But because of an injury she is
listed as day-to-day, head coach Pam
McCreesh said.
Meanwhile. Utah State only has one batter above .300 in Sandy Taylor. It will likely
take strong hitting by more than one batter
to upend the Utes.
On the other hand, the team is improving defensively, Oelschlager said. In the
three games in Las Cruces, the Aggies only
committed two errors - a good sign for the

CAsEY HOBSON

Sports Editor

Sports Editor
Want to hear a scary stat? 176.
That's how many home runs sluggers
Mark McGwire. Sammy Sosa and Ken
Griffey Jr. combined for in 1999.
Sosa and McGwire played long ball in
the pitching-depleted
National League Central
last season. combining for
128 homers themselves.
Now enter Ken Griffey
Jr., who may have been the
most feared hitter in baseball until McGwire and
Sosa broke Roger Maris'
McGWJRE
single season home run
record in 1998.
lbough it's uncertain just what effect
Griffey's presence in the Cincinnati Reds'
lineup will have on the division races. one
thing is certain; the NL Central division is
going to need a lot more baseballs.
And with Sosa's Chicago Cubs starting
the season today in Japan. one can't help
but wonder how much damage the three
players can do to each other's teams.
Forget about the standings. the NL Central
is about home runs this season.
But is it fair to expect them to all perform so well again this season? Well. yes
and no.
BigMac has to stay healthy. Sosa has to
keep getting a steady diet of belt-high fastballs and Griffey will have to adjust to life
in the National League.
Griffey hasn't hit fewer than 40 home
runs since 1992, his fourth year in the
Bigs.There's no reason to believe he won't
continue that streak in the NL. Sosa and
McGwire both proved that 1998's performance was not a fluke by duplicating it in
1999. lbe stats seem to indicate each of
tl)em is in for another monster year.
Maybe each case of baseballs will come
with a complimentary case of aspirin too.
Pitchers in the NL Central are going to
need it this season.

travel to Southern Utah this weekendin hopesof ending their losing streakbeforetheir homeopener011 Saturday.

ll Griffey be top dog •1n NL nOW?

· Mac,
SosaandJunior Wi
couldturnN.L.Central
intohomerunderby
CASEYHOBSON

USU right fielder CristinaConrad zeros in on the incomingpitch during practiceat JohnsonField on Tuesday. The Aggies

JumptoSTRUGGLING.
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The most interesting
race in the National
League this year won't be
between two teams. It
won't be between Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa
either.
The most exciting race
in the NL this season
might just be for the Gold
Glove award in center
field.
Atlanta's Andruw Jones
won the award the last two
seasons. In that time. Jones
has shown incredible range
in center field. drawing
comparisons to perhaps
the greatest outfielder to
ever play the game, Willie
Mays.
From ESPN's Peter
Gammons tc, Braves manager Bobby Cox, people
everywhere are saying he's
got the best range of anyone they've seen since
Mays.
And up until a month
ago , Jones was a shoe-in
for his third-straight Glove.
Now things don't look
quite as promising. While
he may still be the best
defensive center fielder in
the game, winning the
award this season might be
as difficult as some of the
over-the-shoulder catches
he makes.
Why? Because the
American League's best
centerfielder defected to
the National League.
When the Seattle
Mariners traded 10-time
Gold Glove winner Ken
Griffey Jr. to the
Cincinnati Reds in
February. it not only put
three of the game's most

exciting home run hitters
in the same division
(Griffey, McGwire and
Sosa). but it also put the
game's two best center
fielders in the same
league.
Scouts have already
dubbed Jones defensively
as the next Willie Mays.
and many of them feel he
can be the next Ken
Griffey Jr. if he learns to
hit close to .300 and drive
in 100 runs a season .
Though Jones might
actually have better range
than Griffey, he's no
longer the top dog in the
NL outfields. There's a new
sheriff in town in Griffey
- a sheriff with a bigger
name and five times as
many Gold Gloves.
Moreover, Griffey is
Cooperstown bound, and
the media isn't about to
end his streak of 10 consecutive Gold Gloves just
because he moved to a different league - even if
there is a slightly more
deserving player.
Jones' one shot at
dethroning Griffey might
be to have a break out season at the plate - a season worthy of MVP consideration - which is the
very thing that shouldn't
be considered when handing out defensive awards.
Ironically, the one man
who could keep Jones from
becoming the next Griffey
Jr. might just be Griffey
himself. In the meantime.
Jones may have to settle
for being the ·second-best'
center fielder in the game.
Either way, the race for
the NL Gold Glove in center field might just be the
most interesting race of all . Cincinnati Reds'center fielder Ken GriffeyJr.,enjoys a laugh with his teammatesduring spring training.

Utah State track star Brooks Gibbons dead from cancer
UTAH STATEUNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations
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A good attitude is important to have. but
for former Sky View Bobcat and Utah State
University track athlete Brooks Gibbons, it
was his secret to life.
Gibbons passed away Monday at his home
in Lewiston.
Gibbons grew up in Lewiston, Utah. where
he attended Sky View High School and then
went to Ricks College for a year. He served a
two-year mission for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints to Gaum in 1993.
and returned to Utah State on a scholarship
to compete in hurdles.
Gibbons was an incredible athlete for
Utah State. In 1995 he was the Athlete of the
Year and the Big West Champion in the 110meter and 400-meter hurdles in 1996. It was
during his senior year that Gibbons' life took
a drastic change.
"I was running good and I was having a
good season. feeling good to train," Gibbons
said. ·1 went in to the doctors because I had
something caught in my throat - or I .
thought - and they found a tumor . I ran a
track meet on Friday. The next Wednesday I
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USU runner BrooksGibbons died Monday at his home in Lewiston.

was in the hospital doing chemo. and I
haven't ran since."
lbat was February of 1998, when the then
24-year-old was diagnosed with esophageal
cancer. Usually found in the elderly, Gibbons·
was the first case his doctors had seen in
someone so young. The diagnosis was not
promising. as they gave Gibbons three
months to live. This is when Gibbons· competitiveness and positive attitude kicked in.
·1 have just had a good attitude," Gibbons
said. "They said three months, and that was
over two years ago. I've been beating the
odds easy. Well not pretty easy. but pretty
good. They are really surprised that I am still
around."
Athletics was Gibbons' life as he competed
in track, basketball and football in high
school and then continued with track in college. He said he liked track because the competition focused on the individual.
"Allthe pressure was on yourself, anything
that you did well, it was for yourself. You didn't really have to worry about your team in
order to place."
Gibbons und erwent many surgeries and
chemotherapy treatments in his race against
cancer. He said his experiences in sports and
the support from his family helped him keep

his winning attitude and continue to fight.
"My positive attitude comes back to how I
was brought up, and a lot of what I learned
in track," Gibbons said. "It's all personal. You
have to fight for yourself. You·re not just
going to have it handed to you. You have to
be able to do something ."
One of Gibbons · main goals since he was
diagnosed was to finish his degree in sociolog;;. After completing his remaining classes by
correspondence, Gibbons graduated March
13, 2CXXJ,
and was awarded his diploma in his
hospital room .
·1 have worked harder in the last year and
a half to get my degree then I did before the
cancer." he said.
Gibbons credited a lot of what he accomplished to the help of his coaching staff and
teammates at Utah State. He said when he
was doing treatments in Salt Lake City, they
volunteered to take him down every day.
·1 just want to thank the coaching staff
and teammates that I have had. They have
really been a comfort."
The Aggie hurdl er also had a goal of racing again . He said some of the best times racing were when he competed with his brother-
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Mets, Cubs get early start in Tokyo
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TOKYO (AP) - Jon Lieber's parents had a problem. They wanted to
watch their son pitch on opening day
for the Chicago Cubs , only the game
in Japan was scheduled to start well
before daybreak.
And then it dawned on them.
Throw a party, complete with a
bunch of friends, breakfast and a bigscreen TV.
··we·re going to start at 4 a.m .,"
Lynn Lieber said by telephone from
her home in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
"My husband, Ray, will probably
throw some bacon on the grill, and
we'll have about eight people over at
the house.
"It's early, but how could we miss
this?" she said.
Most baseball fans around the
country will be sound asleep when
the Cubs and New York Mets start
the major league season Wednesday.
Sammy Sosa could hit four home
runs or Mike Hampton could pitch
the first no-hitter in Mets' history,
and not a lot of people would know
it.
The first pitch is scheduled for
7:08 p.m. local time at the Tokyo
Dome. That's 5:08 a.m. EST in New
York and 4:08 a.m. CST in Chicago
and Council Bluffs.
"I think it's great my mom and
dad are doing that," Lieber said
Tuesday before a final spring training
game against Seibu . "It's kind of
wild."
The Liebers plan to pull in the Fox
Sports Net telecast on their satellite
dish. For Mets and Cubs fans. there
will plenty of places to watch the earliest opener in big league history.
ln New York, large-screen televisions are being set up at Penn Station
so subway and rail commuters can
see the game. The Official All-Star
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Cafe at Times Square is holding a
party and. because no alcohol is
allowed after 4 a.m., free hot chocolate will be served.
ln Chicago, the Harry Caray's
restaurants will open for a breakfast
buffet. At its downtown location,
Caray's widow. Dutchie , will lead
patrons in singing 'Take Me Out to
the Ball Game" during the seventhinning stretch .
Hampton faces Lieber in the opener. then Rick Reed starts for New
York against Kyle Farnsworth on
Thursday night. After that. with every
other club still playing exhibitions.
the Cubs and Mets get three days off
to rest and re-adjust to the jet lag.
Most teams begin playing Monday.
That's when Ken Griffey Jr. makes his
debut in his hometown of Cincinnati
against Milwaukee and also the day
the Home Run Central features its
first head-to-head matchup - Mark
McGwire vs. Sosa.
Sosa is hoping his regular season
gets off to a better start than the way
his spring training ended.
Sosa finished up in an 0-for-15 rut,
having gone hitless in eight at-bats
during a pair of exhibitions against
Japanese teams. The Mets and Cubs
took turns playing Seibu and Tokyo
Yomiuri, and both series wound up
in splits.
"The real season starts tomorrow,"
Sosa said. "Tomorrow is opening day,
and I'll be ready."
Players on each team get $25,000
apiece for taking part in this series,
set up to help promote baseball
worldwide . Though many players got
see Japanese culture and traditions.
they kept reminding each other that
the purpose of their 7,400-mile trip
was to win .
"If we come all this way and go

home without something to show for
it, that wouldn 't be any good," Mets
manager Bobby Valentine said.
Both games are sellouts, with
crowds of about 50,000 expected. The
crazy atmosphere that exists for
Japanese games might be lacking,
though.
So might be some of the customs
that mark baseball in this country . As
in, no Japanese plate umpire ducking
into the cage to watch batt ing practice and sharpen his eye.
Fans do not scramble for foul balls ,
instead politely handing them back
to ushers. And players who hit home
runs are greeted at home pla te by
ball girls, who present them with
stuffed dolls.
"What was that about:>" wondered
Cubs catcher Joe Girardi after seeing
teammates Mark Grace and Damon
Buford collect the trinkets during
Tuesday's 6-5 win over Seibu.
Girardi and Buford are among several new faces on the Cubs this season. Eric Young is in the leadoff spot
and Don Baylor is in the dugout.
The NL wild-card Mets will show
off their No. 1 offseason acquisit ion
- Hampton. He was 22-4 last season
for Houston and, if history holds , will
cause all kinds of trouble for Sosa.
Slam min ' Sammy is jus t 4-for-35
(.114)against the lefty, with no home
runs and 10 strikeouts . Sosa did not
look sharp facing Japanese pitchers,
who frequently frustrated him with
offspeed stuff .
Baylor figured that would change
once the games began to mean something .
'Tm not worried about Sammy
and the changeups," Baylor said.
"When opening day comes, some
guys get a different look in their eyes.
He'll be fine."
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Continuedfrom Page13
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team that commits the second-most errors in the
league.
"We played excellent defense," Oelschlager said
about the NMSU trip.
After the stop in Salt Lake. USU will resume
their BigWest Conference season where they are
tied for fourth with NMSU and the University of
the Pacific.
The U of P Tigers will be the Aggies'opponent
in their first home stand of the season. USU and
Pacificwill face off twice Saturday (1 and 3 p.m.)
and again on Sunday (1 p.m.).

in-law. former USU athlete Corey
Murdock. When he was in remission last summer, he applied for
and was granted a sixth year of eligibilityby the NCAA. Although he
competed again on the track, he
never stopped fighting and wanted
to share his legacywith others.
"Take everyday that you've got
and keep it: Gibbons said. "There
are things that I wished I would
have done. that l can't do now. I

want people to realize that they
have a choice of how they can react
to certain situations. I could have
given up and died on this twoyears ago. but I didn't. I kept fighting. Nothing is going to go right all
the time. Just keep a positive attitude. and you can get through it·
To some people it may seem as
though he never made it over that
last hurdle. To others. he has more
than won: he is a champion, who
through his example of courage
has left more behind in such a
short period then most will in a
lifetime.
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It's a new season,
but expectations are
somewhat similar for
most of the teams in
the Major Leagues. The
Yankees are still as rich
as can be, the Twins
and Marlins are equally as poor and
the Los Angeles Dodgers and
Baltimore Orioles are still two of the
worst teams money can buy.
Offense will not be a problem in
the N.L. Central, but pitching might
be scarce. When the Astros traded
20-game winner Mike Hampton to
the New York Mets, they may have
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also traded their ticket to the playoffs.
The Yankees are still the team to
beat in the American League, but
Pedro Martinez might just be the
man to do it. Is he good enough to
pitch the Red Sox to the World
Series?
Will Tampa Bay have enough
offense to finish anywhere near the
top of their division this season?
However, like any season , there
are no guarantees or free-rides to the
playoffs. How will things pan out?
I've given it some thought, and figure
it will look something like this ...
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Bosnia
asksforaidto helprefugees

Birth rate booming
after years of decline

WASHINGTON (AP)Tens of thousands of
Bosnian refugees could
return home this year if the
international community
would cut through bureaucracy and supply them with
homebuilding materials, a
Bosnian presidential adviser
said Tuesday.
Security has improved to
the point where refugees
could soon go back to their
homes in 80 percent of the
country, said Mirza Hajric,
adviser to Alija Izetbegovic,
the Muslim representative of
Bosnia's joint presidency.
Hajric was on a U.S. visit
to drul'n up support for the
refugees and the nation's
economic development.
"What they need is not
some planning, not ondless
bureaucracy - what they

reported since the government started colWASHINGTON (AP)-Women in their
lecting birth data in the early 1900s.
20s helped fuel a baby boomlet that pushed
One reason for the rise was a larger popU.S.births up 2 percent in 1998, the first
ulation of unmarried women of child bearincrease in several years. said a government
ing age.
report released Tuesday.
The number of single women between 15
The increase reflected growth in the
and 44 rose to 29.2 million women in 1998
number of women entering childbearing
from 28.6 million in 1997.
years. These daughters of early baby
Unwed women in their 20s and 30s had
boomers are having their own kids, but gethigher birth rates, and that was true for
ting married first is a not necessarily a
both white and black women
perquisite to becoming a parent, the report
Birth rates for unwed Hispanic women in
shows.
that age group fell. the report showed.
Births to unwed mothers, on the rise for
Birth rates for all women in the 20s
years. hit an all-time high
and 30s was also on the rise.
in 1998 and accounted for
'The increasein After falling during the 1990s, the
nearly half of all babies
birth rate for women between 20
born that year, reported the
births to
and 24 rose 1 percent to 111.2 births
National Center for Health
unmarried
per 1,000.
Statistics. Unlike the early
The rate for women aged 30 to 34
1990s. when teenagers were
mothers,as well rose
2 percent to 87.4 births per
having children at alarming
rates, today's unwed mothas the increasein 1,000 women - the highest rate
since 1965.
ers are more likely to be in
teen mothers who
Jacqueline Darroch, senior vice
their 20s and 30s.
president
for research at Alan
Researchers attribute the
smoke,are
Guttmacher Institute, a private
change to a big drop in teen
research group, said the rise in
troubling.'
births, confidence in the
unmarried moms doesn't necessarily
booming economy and
mean that children don't have
more relaxed attitudes
• DoNNA
SHA1.A1.A
•
fathers because many women are
about unwed mothers.
S~:CRF.lARY
Of' IJ-lf.U.S.
living with, but not marrying , their
"The social disapproval
Dl:JAATM[:;'il
or Hw:n-1 partners .
factor has definitely lessANDHUMANSERVICES
"Nonmarried does not necessarily
ened," said Stephanie
mean that it's the mother alone
Ventura , lead author of the
without a father," said Darroch, citreport compiled from state
ing a government study that showed about
birth data .
4 percent of women, or about 2.6 million,
There were 3.94 million births in 1998,
living with partners .
compared to 3.88 million children born in
Donna Shalala, secretary of the U.S.
1997. The fertility rate was 65.6 births for
Department of Health and Human Services.
every 1,000 females, up from 65 births per
said the trend was cause for concern.
1,000.
"The increase in births to unmarried
These were the first increases in births
mothers, as well as the increase in teen
and fertility rates since 1990, when 4.1 million children were born and the fertility rate mothers who smoke, are troubling," said
Shalala.
was 70.9 births per 1.000 women.
Other findings:
Between 1990 and 1997, the number of
- Smoking among pregnant teens
births fell 7 percent as women waited longer
increased, especially among blacks.
to have children and teen births declined
- The proportion of women beginning
amid the availability of more reliable conprenatal care in the first trimester contintraceptives, an emphasis on abstinence and
ued to rise .
fears about AIDS.
- Multiple births continued to increase,
Some 1.29 million babies were born to
a phenomenon tied to the use of fertility
single women in 1998, up 3 percent from
drugs and more older women giving birth.
the prior year and the highest number
II
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need is a bulk of building
material waiting for them
upon arrival because within
two to three weeks they can
build their own houses
themselves," Hajric said.
He said repatriation in
previous years to undo the
effects of ethnic cleansing
has been slow and expensive
because of the many stages
of refugee assistance.
Donor nations give
money to international organizations, which plan housing projects and hire construction companies , which
in turn build the houses each step taking months.
Hajric is also an adviser
for the implementation of
the 1995 Dayton peace
accords, which ended the 3 year war in Bosnia, the
worse bloodletting in Europe

since World War II. Some
200,000 Bosnians died or are
missing.
Smoldering mistrust has
kept over one million
refugees from returning to
their homes in areas controlled by former wartime
enemies .
U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan said in a recent
report that the nation had
made progress in restructuring its police, identifying
weaknesses in its judicial
system and other areas.
But in a briefing on the
report last week, Assistant
Secretary-General Hedi
Annabi said progress on
implementing the 1995
accord has been slow and
met powerful resistance
from nationalists determined
to preserve ethnic divisions.

28f~rrorist
.suspects
linked
tobinladen
"in'~icted
.
Nebo, where traditionsays Mosessawthe
fiMMANr
Jordan {AP)- Jord~ri indicted
28 Arabs linked to suspected terrorist
PromisedLand. and at<'IChristiansettle?
Osama pinLaden on terrorism charges
ment along the Jordan Riversaid to be
Tu~sda)'-stemnijog from what officials say
where Jesuswas baptized, A\' ',.. :,, ,. _
Investigators found .radio~controlleqdet~ ,
~SJ conspiracy to attackAmericans and
onalors, explosives; ammunition, raw mate~ .•
Israelis c:luringNew Yea(s celebrations.
rial for bomb-making and I).ervegas hidden
Fifteensuspects - l3 Jordanians. one
at a farm outside Amman, .... .
lraqf and an. Algerian ~ have been in custo3y sinte 'December. Attorney General
.According to thelnd{ctfueiit. the sµ$~ . }
Maamoun .Khassawneh said.
· pects began collecting th~}paterialsjn > ••;:·
1Q96fr.omvariou$ Arab capUal$;:in¢Iµding
Thitteipqthers, including Jordanians,
..Pa1estfoians"and a.Yemeni, are at large and
Damascus and Baghd~d. Maey ofthe sti}~.\Y
' possiblfhtdingin .Pak1stan;Afghanistan.
· pects allegedly received military trairling tn>
;_
,. Britain.Leb~ndn •~ndSyria: ·Khassawneh ·
camps in Syria. Leban<>n'.and Afg9anJ~ta1t
. said,.,.,.'\( ......-·: .:····•·••·
·· · ...····•···
•··:.,·
.
. The suspects also facecharges qf r.n~nu-::
L.
·.·.
:
Jord.i:nianoffidals
have
said
hose
govfacturing
ex.plosivesand.;being
affil$tea:
.••
•:;:
.•. 1·
•,.
•.
.....
.
.,
ernmeµts were. (;qntacted regarding the ·
with outlawe.d groups. .; r . ::. •:• •
possibl~ ~tr~dfrion of some of those at ..
i, One ,of the groupsi} •Al_Qaidai 'or .'.'the ;{
base" - a terrorist
orgapizatiqn allijgedJ}"
\T
larg~.i ··· ....•..·• ., ·.·, ·•· ·
....
.,, Khassawn.ih saidthe suspectswilLbe· •·
hettded by bin I.ade:µ.,:
, .... ,..,
, .·..• ....,
Bin Laden, a Saudi dissident,is sus~ct/ ·]\
·'·' tried in Jotd~n·s
State Security Courtin
.
T:::f :·
I1tid~ApriLTgt!yfocethe death penalty if · · ed of a leading ml~Jn the }998 U.&
Embassy bombings .in-Africathat .kHled 244'.
i'i
found guilty:·······•·•
.... .....·.....
. . .. · . ·
..
. .: ., · ,,,,, . . ...:.•· ,, :· · :··,:.:r:,
,: OfficialsJ1ave
said the suspect~planl}ed. people.
bQtpblpgattacks
U.S. and Israelitourists / . Heis on the U.S/ StateDepartiriept'tli~ f
········· ···· ···· · ··· ··
<:elebr?tipg thef-l~W')'earatJorctan·s Mount of most-wanted criminals'.
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S.E. Needham Jewelers

The NEW Best Place
to Buy A Watch!
watch at S.E. Needham Jewelers?

• PRICE
S.E. Needham's offers a guaranteed low pnce
on all watches with a 30 day
refund/exchang e policy to bad~ it up.

• SELECTION
S.E. Needham' s has the largest
selectton of watches in the
area with brand nam es such
as Fossil, Seiko, Citizen,
Pulsar and Swiss Army.

• SERVICE
S.E. Needh am's now offers
an outstanding extra service
plan on all
new watch purchases:
FREE lifetime battery replac~ment
FREE personalited engra<Jing on the
back ofeach watch
FREE watchband adjustment
Expert watch repair to back up all purchas es 25% off

Any watch sen,icing throu_lfh lifetnn e

A secret societyso powerful1 .
it can giveyou everythingyou desire...

And, of course, we will gift wrap it for you

At a price.

S.E. Needham Jewelers '-·,
·
141 N. Main
~
75 2.-7149
Middl~ of the block .

VADA.VADA.VADA
.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wl'VIV.statesman.usu.edu
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Voicesand Views

Statesman
Utalt

Now

1992:
freedom of
expression for people we despise we
don't believe in it at all."

797-1762
Editor@statesman
.usu.edu

Qµotes
'n
NO TES
On theAir

T h

22 percent
Amount of
the 10,379 commercial radio
stations in the
U.S. that are
country music
stations.

11 percent
Amount that
are news-talk
stations.

3 percent
Amount with
religious-talk
programming.

0.4 percent
tAmount with
pre-teen programming.

Tothe

would have been more effective. The
whol e idea of singling out one person
and using them as the outlet for the negative attitude was wro ng. If you want to
make a statement about you r objections
to something, do so in a manner that won' t cause laughFor years now, we have been constantly infested with
that big body of water. Not Lake Powell. The Pacific ter, but rather people to think about your opin ion. In
Ocean. It is killing all freshwater life and washing sand in essence, I feel even stronger about my position because
!Number of
our shorts. Can't you see it is tearing us apart? It tastes of the name-calling that went on through t he letters. As
At1ericans who salty, it is dangerous and someone could drown. Who an environmentalist, I do not enjoy being called an
describe the
knows how many countless lives have been claimed "immature lunatic vandal" ju st because some signs were
missing. We have no idea who too k them, and as long as
already
- animal and human?
invention of the
If we drain it, that would mean more land for every- th~ op~osition does not know either, we should try not to
ra(iio as a
one. The salt industry would skyrocket; cleanup would point fingers.
The whole point of the presentation was to promote
provide jobs for millions . We could drive to Japan. It
clz nge for the
w ould bring to our knowledge why Hawaii has an inter- discussion and thought throughout campus.
be ter.
state. When I was 3, I went swimming in the Pacific. After
Sarah Lundstrum
15 minutes my skin became dry and cracked. I was a vic•UNITED
PRESS tim of salt water. Pacific Ocean! If you're reading this,
INTERNATIONAL•you better watch out because I'm coming to get you!
Let's forget our petty Lake problems and fight our common enemy. The Pacific Ocean. Unless of course someone needs it for something.

Drain the Pacific
Ocean

EDITOR

96 percent

About

limited to 350words.
A ll lettersmny be shortenet1, et1iledor rejected
for m 1sons ofgood lnste,
redwrdnncy or volume
of~imilnrletters.
No nnonymous le/Im
will bepublished.
Writers must sign nil
le/lers, wit!, phone
numbernnd st11dent
numberclenrlystaled.
Leffersrepresenting
groups- or morethnn
oneindividunl- m11st
/raven singularrepre5entafivederrrlystnfet1
,
with nil nl'Ces!<lryID
nnd information
.
Wrill'l'Smust uxrit21
days before submitting
succes.~iveletters - 110
exc,>p
lions.
Lellerscnn be hand
dt.'/ivered
or mailed to
The Slnf c mrnn in tire
TSC319, or can be

e-mailed nt
edito,@

sltltesmlln.us,u.du
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Inour

b
e
extended.
Are we all
really so indifferent
about what happens to
us as students? ASUSU
can do things for us.
And those of you who
sit around and complain about what they·
don't do need to get off
your couches and let
your voices be heard.
If something needs to
be done, do it.
It's far too late now
for anyone else to run
for office. But there is
one thing that can be
done. Find out about
the candidates and
vote for the most qualified one. Don't let this
be c1 contest of who
can design a ldrger Aframe and get their
name and face out
there more. Vote for
the candidates who
can, and will, mak~ a
diff crence. Be cducat
ed voters.

OPINION

candidates for
this year's final ASUSU
elections are frighteningly identical to the
candida tes from the
primary elections. This
is because no more
than two candidates
decided to run for
office rn most positions. In some positions, such as president, the candidate is
running unopposed.
Is our student body
saying that no one else
out there feels qualified to run for this
offi ce? The candidates
w ho are running are
probably highly qualified and would do a
great job if elected, but
co mp etition is what
makes people really
perform.
The pos1t1on of
HASS Senator had no
candidates, so the date
for appli cation had to

•
pe·e
I
lepho e

Fliers disappearan ce not
imagined

L ETTERS

Lei th sho,i{i1be

CHOMSKY, AlJrttOR,

··rfwe don·t believe m

EorrOR IN CHIEF

.!trrtM

l wish to respond to Al eisha fl.ak~ ,,¼¥, 2 lf'U('~ W
l
insults my intelligence to suggest that I ''imagined'' the
GHTS/ Bn1cePctnsc11
removal of flyers. Nor did I " imagine" the subsequent fly- IN lliE HEADLI
ers (though few in number) that personally insultf'd Myke
"The
Even the Amish use cell
Bybee, head of ECOS, whi ch hosted the event.
line
is phones, I heard. Just fur bus1
I am opposed to draining Lake Powel l, but I fully support
busy. To ness a11d tht•y h.ive to IPav<'
the right to make the argument and to question the technoh a v e them with Fnglish neighbors
I would first off like to commend Tony Stout for his cratic control of nature embodied by the dam. The vandals'
US West
~t 111ght,
but there's no esc'ap
comments in Monday 's Statesman. I was a part of the actions preclude this, and are not "beside the point."
keep try
mg them, not even in that lit "Drain ' Lake' Powell?" contingent, yet I am capable of Chalking is an accepted, common practice, and "flyer etiing, and tle haven of peace. Their regseeing and understanding the other side of the argument quette" allows their removal after the fact, not before.
cal l you ular phones are in d little outas well. The purpose of the presentation was not to con- Regardlessof how many flyers were up, it is unethical.
b a c k hous0 at thf' end of the block
form everyone to our beliefs, but to spark the thought
when the line is available, for so they don't become "the
JimSteitz an additional charge .. "
process of everyone on campus. As a whole we realize
kind of people who will i'lter
that there are going to be different opinions on campus,
rhal's as far JS I ever made rupt a conversation at home to
The Statesman thanks readers for expressing their it before I demanded they stuff <lnswera telephone."
but that should not stop us or anyone else from voicing
opinions. Please keep the letters coming. However, we a sock in their digi tal moutl•.
our ideas, thoughts and opinions.
Theoretic dlly, we use>voice
As for the flyers that were put up as a form of "formal will not be printing any more letters to the editor con- They call this "sf'rvice," but I mail for the same purpose.
protest," I feel that a more mature expression of protest cerning the drainingof Lake Powell.
call it salt in the wou nd.
W hen we're in the middle of a
The drone of the busy sig- long, passionate fight or kiss,
nal is sad c>noughw hen you we let it ring. But most onhe
really need to ask your mom time one of us feels it is our
for a little money to buy some duty to tend to the bawling litbread after you've spent your tle baby.
STATESMAN
SoAPBOX/ CaseyHobson
paycheck on an all night
Maybe voice mail is like
plopping your kid in front of a
Before you a lot of hours, and their work is great- country for w hich Americans are drinking binge.
You know how it works.
movie, letting him sit with his
read this col- ly appreciated. I know they sacrifice willing to accept lessthan what they
If
I
just
bring
this
much
to
mouth open ancJ his poor
on
my
behalf.
However,
you
can't
paid.
The
majority
of
us
want
the
criumn
there's
something you tell me that Candidate X w ould do teria to be as easy as possible. Those the bar that's all I'll spend. But brain withering, just to shut
there's an ATM next door and him up Mechanical baby sitneed to do: Find anything terribly diff erent than are the only issueswe have.
And that's just it. Most of us want you didn't think to leave vour ters tend everything now.
some duct tape Candidate Y. The elections are a
and tape the popularity contest, just like they were the same things from our experience card home. And before' you ~here arP underground elecknow it your head is all fuzzy trrc fences for dogs, voice mail
L--='--~
··
bottom of your in high school. Nothing more, noth- at USU, includ ing the candidates
chin to the top ing less. He who makes the most running for office One c.:mdidate and even t-he crappy hippy for phones, surge protc'ctors
of your head. What you're about to friends in the shortest amount of time can't be too much different from the band at the Owl is starting to for sleeping cor1outers and
oth er. It' s a choice between sound kind of good. And this TV for everyone.
read will probably make your jaw wins.
Caller ID is another popuI know the national
Tweed ledee
and guy's kind of funny and you
drop.
lar method •or screening
Tweed ledum. Or, as ought to buy hirn a drink.
I'm here today to tell you the elections are a lot of
And therf''s a girl over there callers. Many people see
'One candidat e
Associated Students of Utah State the same, but there
some people might
that's
pretty cute and you "Anonymous"
or
real
issues
say,
between
l!niversity el~ctions are a waste of are
can't be too mu ch Tweed
involved there. It is
ledumb
and know you' ll never talk to her, "Unavailable" and refuse to
time, and so Is your vote.
but just the possibility makes answer for fear of getting a
(You might want to reinforce that important to pick the
different from the Tweedledumber.
candidate who most
When it comes it worth it to take out the last gruesome p·lch from a stalker
duct tape now.)
other. It's a choice right down to it, $20 in your bank account, or a salesman. Not my brothDon't get me wrong - this is not parallels your personit down your throat, er
al
beliefs
and
morals.
the approach I take to politics in
betweem Twe edledee ASUSU officers can't pour
"I alwdys answer them," he
America. I love this country . I take It is wh at shapes our
legislate; they merely puke it up after someone
offers
whiskey
during
the
says.
"Its like an adventure."
my hat off for the national anthem, I country.
and Tweedledum .' vote on how to repre- night cap, and now you' re on
I, with no such device,
Life at USU is difsent USU students.
pay my taxes (as immorally high as
they might be) and I have the deep- ferent. Regardless of
After they vole, lhey the phone trying to say, r,lease have an "adventure" with
who
we
are,
wher
e
we
come
from
turn
in
a
letter
of recommendation, morn I need something lo put every ring, although that may
est respect for those who died to prenot be the term I would use
and what our majors are, we all w ant and that letter may or may not have in my churning acid -filled
serve my freedom.
bel
ly,
please
end
this
misery.
fur
dead lines, wrong numbers
It is every American's duty not just the same things. W e want to gradu- weight on the decisions President
But instead of your moth- and
please-hold-while -an
to vote, but to place an educated ate as soon as possible and we w ant George Emert makes. That is the
sales
extent of their power, and }'OU can't er's soothing voice you hear a operator assists-you
vote - to research the candidates' to do it as easily as possible.
computer,
which
is
imn1une
pild1es.
tell
me
one
candidate
could
do
that
position s on every issue and select
And don't kid yourself on this one.
to your curses, offering you
Someone please tell me
the best one for the office. Voting is You might think you're different; you any better than the other.
If you still want to vote, then that's the chance to spend more how this attracts customers.
how "we the people" make sure this might think you like to be challenged
While you're at it, tell me how
country stays in our hands. It's the by your professors, but how many of fin e; go for it - knock yourself out. money.
I'm beyond the point of that US West woman attracts
very prin ciple on whi ch our us really sit in class and ask for extra Have a ball. You have my support.
But if you don't know who L,my anger at cell phones. Now I customers when she only
Foundin g Fathers built this great assignments? How many of us actually ask the professors to move the Holm es is, then stay home from the have decided to be amused makes me want to find her
nation.
Why are the ASUSU elections any deadline forward on our 10-page pol es and do something useful. Sit and sympathetic instead. I see and put her in front of that
different? It's simple . Regardless of papers? How many of us walk to down with a sporting almanac and t~ose poor people having to universal baby sitter, the teledig through their backpacks; vision, and let her microchip
whether we put Sherlock Holm es in class thinking, "G osh, I hope read it until you find out.
swearing they turned it off vocal cords rust right out of
office or Larry Holmes in office, the Professor Smith gives us that SOresults are going to be the same. question essay test by the end of the
CaseyHobS(ln,a juniorfrom Boise, before the midterm, while it her open drooling mouth.
They're ju st too limited in what they week."
Idaho, is the sportseditorat the rings eight times and everyone
BrycePetersen is a jo11rnal
can do. They can't make Spring
Granted, there are a few people
Statesman. He likesto dab in politics in the class is glaring at them
1smmajor and a writer for
Break any longer, cl asses any easier out there like this, but they are the
and is lookingforwardto voting the and their fumb ling nervous
The Utah Statfsman.
or books any cheaper. So wh at else is ones who are a couple pistons short
Democrats out of officein November. fingers; and I just enjoy the
Comments can be sent to
there?
Commentscanbe sent to break from the aneurysm the
of a V-8, if you know what I mean.
breezelybruin@yahoo.com
hobsonlw t@Jzotmail
.com test is about to give me.
I know the ASUSU officers put in Education is the one thing in thi s
JohnMartin Loveless

J

Everyone should be able
to voice their opinions

Voting is a waste of my time

__J
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Research finds Americans
WASHINGTON(AP)- A
University of Maryland.
study says a large majority of
"Overall, Americans see
Americans have surprisingly
globalization as somewhat
positive attitudes toward a
more positive than negative
growing globalization trend
and appear to be growing
more familiar with the conattacked from both the right
and left.
cept and more positive about
While conservatives comit," the study said.
plain of a shift from
Despite support for free
American to global values,
global trade, a strong majority
and labor and environmental
feels trade "has not grown in
groups protest the growing
a way that adequately incorpower of global economic
porates concerns for
institutions, the Program for
American workers, internaInternational PolicyAttitudes tional labor standards and the
environment," it said.
concludes that Americans are
The study's own poll found
warming to the idea of an
interconnected world. They
that 61 percent supported
generally support global insti- globalization, 35 percent said
tutions, the survey showed.
it should be slowed down or
Only a small minority sup- stopped, and 76 percent support resistance to globalizaported free trade.
tion, the study said.
The poll found 67 percent
support for strengthening the
The conclusions are based
on a sweeping review of
United Nations, 59 percent
polling data, special group dis- support for a stronger World
cussions held in three farTrade Organization and 56
percent support for a stronger
flung U.S. communities and a
nationwide poll conducted by World Court. Support for a
the nonpartisan program,
stronger International
Monetary Fund was at 44 perwhich is associated with the
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pro-global

cent, still higher than the 36
percent who said it does not
need to be strengthened; 20
percent expressed no opinion.
The October poll of more
than 1,800 people had an
error margin of 4 percentage
points, less on some questions.
The overall conclusions
were based on other polls, as
well, and on "focus group"
discussions held in Battle
Creek, Mich., Dallas and
Baltimore.
Other findings included:
-Americans overwhelmingly support inclusion of
environmental and labor
issues in trade negotiations
and favor limiting trade with
countries that violate human
rights.
- Americans are surprisingly accepting of other countries· putting up barriers to
American products based on
such things as health effects
of genetically modified foods.
- A strong majority favors
continued trade with China

UtahState
UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S DIVERSITY FORUM

and opposes behavior to punish China, although it is
unlikely that a majority of
Americans would favor granting China permanent normal
trading status or WTO membership.
-Americans show nearly
the same !eve!of concern for
suffering inside and outside
the United States. Most say
they would play higher prices
for goods certified as not
being made in sweatshops.
In a separate analysis that
compares European att itudes,
the study says European views
are similar on globalization. It
says majorities of Europeans
view foreign investment in
their countries as positive,
while a modest majority of
Americans view foreign
investment here as negative.
And in a classic case of
mirror image, overwhelming
majorities of Americans and
Europeans view their own
markets as being more open
to imports from the oth~r
side, the study says.

"OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSITY IN
UTAH-- PART I: ETHNIC DIVERSITY"
TUESDAY, 11 APRIL 2000
10 A.M. TO 12 NOON
ECCLES CONFERENCE CENTER AUDITORIUM

President George Emert
will moderate panel discussion with audience

Guest Panelist: Allison L. Johnson , Pres ident , Lee Johnson
Group , Alexandria, Virginia, w ill interview the following paneli sts :
• Grace C. Huerta , Assistant Professor , Secondary Educa tion, USU
•

• Antonio A. Arce. Graduate Student, Sociolog y, USU
The PRESIDENT'S DIVERSITY AWARDS will be presented
following the panel discussion.

For i11formatio11or requests for accomnwdatio11, please call the USU
AA/EO Office at (435) 797-1266 no later than Friday, 7 April .

Perfect Proportions

Attorney
attacksindustry's
cancertheoriesPoortesting
.... WAStnNGTON(Af)--:-A
..
prt¢a1;u~ rocketengine . ·•
/ shut<:19wn
.·may havedoomed ••
•.·the Mais PolarLander,but ·

newspaper reported that the
sterilizations were performed on people regarded
as having undesirable characteristics in line with the
concept of "eugenics" selective breeding to
improve the human stock.
Such tactics were even
more shocking in a country
that has long prided itself as
an ideal welfare state that
cares for all.
The sterilization acts of
1934 and 1941 allowed
operations in cases of mental illness, severe defects and
in cases of an "anti-social
way of life" that the
National Board of Health
determined should not be
passed on to children . The
laws were abolished in 1976,
and the procedure became
voluntary.

CUlet

i·

98~•
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THE IDEAL CUT

the
cause of the botched
mission.wasNASAtrying to
do too much with too little,
investigatorsfound..
ThomasYoung,headof
an independentteamthat
investigated
the failure for
NASA,said his group was
"almost certain"that the
$165:IrtillionMars probe
automaticallystopped its
engines earlyand then fell

, ~U lU.1,_,
(435)753-5619
_,....
....._www.jewel.ry-direct.com.
Diamonds

OPEC

Save more on the thirdfloor·
WashingtonFederalBank

International

the Marssurfaceat about 50
milesperhour.
Young,presentinghis
reportTuesday at a news
conference,said the engine
shutdown probablywas .
causedby a spurious.signal
6

fromone of the spac.eaafrs··
three landinglegs.It's
thought that the on-board
computer interpreted this
signalto meanthe craft had
landed and it then commanded the engines to stop.
··werea1mostcertain that
if the lander got to thispoint
(.abovethe Marssurface},
then thiswasthe causeof
· thefailb.re
t· saidYoung.a
retired NASAand industry
executivewho ledthe investigation team.
· Youngpinned the underlyingcauseof the failureon
''inadequatefunding and
inadequatemargins"in the
plamtjngand executionof
NASA'sMais explorationpro~
gramat the Jet .Propulsion
· Labo~atoryin California.
. TheMa~ program.he .
·. said, "wasunderfunded by at

.leastJQ
percent."

··.·

,,~

If you haveeverconsideredlaserhairremovalin
the past....Nowis the timewiththeselow prices!
WAS NOW

Face
4-eG 50
Underarms 4-eG 50
Bikini Line +7e 50
Arms
+7e 100
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T~~~i~~~:;r

...

. NASAyngineersto c;:utcorOPEC members on the old
.ners, work up to 80 hours a
output ceiling, the increase
weekandlimitedtestingof
amounts to only a net
, equipmentand ptocedures
,
500,000 barrels a day,
: leadingto an "unacceptable
Murkowski said. while world
high tjsk" for a very complex
demand has grown by 1.2 miland demanding mission.he
lion barrels daily in the last
said. The contractor for the
year.
Mars project
was Lockheed .
"The arithmetic doesn't
; MartinAstronauticsin ·
add up to much beyond the
.Denver.
status quo," he said, predicting
Ed Weiler,NASAassociate
consumers will likely see no
directorin charge of science,
significant price reductions.
said the space agencywould
"Spot prices will come down,
''fullyrespond" to recombut refiners are using the
mendations.
more expensive crude oil for
Hesaid ScottHubbard, a
which they paid dearly."
NASAexecutiveat the Ames
In trading before the meetResearch
Center in
ing broke up, contracts for
California, would take over a
May delivery of West Texas
new position as head of the
Intermediate crude fell 70
Mars program in
cents a barrel to close
Washington.A new Mars
Tuesday at $27.09on the New manager would also be
York Mercantile Exchange. In
named at JPL.said Weiler.
London. North Sea Brent was
Weilersaid he was c.ancel17 cents lower at $25.51 on
ing plans to 1auncha new
the International Petroleum
Mars lander next year. but
Exchange.
would allowa Mars orbital
But in after-hours trading,
missionto proceed. That misprices started edging higher.
sion callsfor a spacecraftto
U.S. oil prices tripled to a
map the minerals and water
March 8 peak of $34.37 per
on the RedPlanet
barrel followingOPEC'sdeciWeilersaid cash reserves
sion last March to slash profor the Mars program would
duction.
now be held at headquarters,
OPEC members are
instead of JPL,thus forcing
Algeria, Indonesia, Iran. Iraq.
the Californiamanagers to
Kuwait, Libya,Nigeria, Qatar,
come to NASAheadquarters
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
if there are problems.
Emirates and Venezuela.
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Mexico and Norway, have said
they were watching to see
what OPEC will do before
ContinuedfromPage2
adjusting their own ootput.
This was not the first time
OPEC country and the rest."
Iran refused to join in a deciBijan Namdar Zangeneh,
sion by its OPEC colleagues.
Iran's oil minister, told
In 1992, Iran refused to
reporters he believed producendorse an agreement that
tion should be increased by
the rest of OPEC made to cut
less than 1 million barrels a
production by 668,000 barrels
day and objected to attempts
a day, arguing that the cuts
by others to push through an
agreement to boost output by didn't go far enough.
Alarmed at the surge in oil
some 1.7 million barrels.
prices,
which sent heating oil
While Zangeneh did not mention other OPEC countries by costs soaring in the winter
name, Saudi Arabia - OPEC's and gasoline prices skyrocketing, the United States had lobleading producer - had led
bied
hard in recent weeks for
the drive to raise output as
OPEC to relax its constraints
much as 7 percent from offion production.
cial quotas, or by 1.7 million
That pressure will continue
barrels.
when U.S. Defense Secretary
"Our difference is on principle and not on merely a few William Cohen travels next
week to the Middle East. A
barrels," Zangeneh told
Pentagon spokesman said
reporters after the meeting
Tuesday that Cohen would
broke up. "In my view,OPEC
reinforce the Clinton adminisis not an organization to rubtration's call for increased oil
ber stamp a decision already
production when he meets
made."
counterparts from such OPEC
Zangeneh insisted that
only a limited increase in out- members as Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait,Qatar and the United
put was justified and that
Arab Emirates.
there is no shortage of crude
Senate Energy Committee
oil.
Chairman
Frank Murkowski,
OPEC pumps more than 26
R-Alaska,called the OPEC
million barrels of crude each
decision "a hollow victory for
day, or about 35 percent of
the Clinton administration ."
the world's supply. Key nonBecause of cheating by
OPECproducers, such as

DIAMOND

Fewerthan 2% of all diamondsare cut to "ideal"
proportions
. Yes,theirpriceis higher.And yes, they do
more-- much more -- of what diamondsare meant to do.
Thoseperfectproportionsthrowoff rainbowsof lightso
brilliant,you'lljudge aUdiamondsby a new standard.
We'reone of the few storeswith IdealCut diamonds.
Pleasecomevisit, and see the magic.

··some l30 feet,smashinginto

Reportfindsmanysterilization
caseswerevoluntary
forced on people until they
were abolished in 1976.
The commission has
spent three years investigating the sterilizations. It said
that S14.5 million has been
doled out to 722 victims, settling almost half of the 1,700
filed claims. The commission
has denied 63 claims so far,
saying many underwent
operations for other reasons
and were not sterilized.
"We are trying to make
decisions as fast as possible
because these people are
old," commission secretary
Leif Persson said, adding
that the victims were mostly
between 70 and 80. Thirty
claimants died before their
cases were processed.
Persson said.
The commission was
formed in 1997 after a

l----100'M,---...;

causeof Mars
mission
failures

ask for a specific dollar amount to cover medMIAMI(AP) - Nearly all lung and throat
cancer cases among smokers are caused by cig- ical bills as well as pain and suffering.
Followingthat, the nation's five biggest cigaarettes, a smokers' attorney argued Tuesday in
rette makers will get their chance
the final stages of a landmark case
that BigTobacco fears could ruin
convince the six-member
'They cameup to
panel that they should not be
the industry.
"Ninety-nine percent plus of the
with something required to pay anything.
If the jury awards compenpeople who get these terrible dislike they always satory damages, the panel will
eases are smokers,"attorney
hear more testimony and be
Stanley Rosenblatt told jurors who
comeup with
asked to set a dollar figure to
later this week are expected to consider compensatory damages in the somethingso they punish the industry. Company
officialsfear a ruinous $300 bilclass-action lawsuit filed on behalf
can get cigarettes lion punitive damage verdict.
of roughly 500,000 sick Florida
The jury last summer found
smokers.
off the hook.'
the companies fraudulently con"Occasionally,rarely, someone
spired to make a deadly product
gets lung cancer or throat cancer
• STANL.f.Y
RosENBLATT
•
that causes cancer. emphysema
who is not a smoker."
ATTOR:"l[Y
other illnesses.
The tobacco industry wants to
The defendants are Philip
"blame it on anything other than
Morris Inc.. R.J.ReynoldsTobacco Co., Brown &
their wonderful product," Rosenblatt said.
Williamson Tobacco Corp., LorillardTobacco
"They came up with something like they
Co., LiggettGroup Inc. and the industry's
always come up with something so they can
Council for Tobacco Researchand Tobacco
get cigarettes off the hook."
Institute.
On Wednesday,Rosenblatt is expected to

STOCKHOLM,Sweden
(AP)- Investigators looking
into Sweden's sterilization
scandal said Tuesday that
about half of the 63,000 procedures performed from
1935 to 1975 were voluntary.
The operations were
largely forced on poor people and those with mental
problems in the 1940s, but
there was little evidence that
ethnic groups were targeted,
according to the report.
drawn up by a special government commission and
forwarded to the Justice
Ministry for review.
)'he report did not accuse
individuals, but said that
passivity and silence of
politicians and loose interpretation of sterilization
laws by medical authorities
enabled the operations to be

Erica Liu Wollin , Staff Therapis t, Counseling Cente r, USU

920 N. 200 W ., Suite A • 750-0366
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JEv\'ELRY DESIGN

& MANLJ ·FACTURING
Visit the manufacturing
showroom at Marcelle's
where you can create a
beautiful piece of jewelry
as unique as your love.

All engagement rings
00

$150

for the gold.
45 No. Main • 753-4892
•10 am-6 pm, Monday-Friday
•10 am-4 pm Saturday

